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The continued superb construction Weather in Terrace has 
greatly helped workers busily engaged in putting together 
the nine million dollar nil-under-one-r6of retail shopping. 
RUPERT STEEL i SILVA6E LTD:' 
we buy 
COPPER BRASS 
ALL  METALS & BATTERIES 
IION.- SAT.. 
• OPEN TIL 6 p.m. 
Location •Seal Cove Phone 624-6639 
Roy. John Stokes 
• . . .   Parent s,in:i.crisis • 
Roy. and Mrs. John Stokes who sponsor and. 
man the Parents in Crisis telephone line will be 
leaving Terrace at the end of the' month, and 
Rev. Stokes is anxious to find someone to fill the 
gap. 
"Unless we can find someone in the next week 
or two the thing could go down the tube," he said. 
An 'ad running each day in the classified 
section of The Herald reads that the Parents In 
Crisis goal "is to help you become the loving 
constructive parent you really want to be" and 
gives a telephone number to Call along with the 
promise that all inquiries will be kept con- 
fidential. 
g 
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, VI"CTO.~]~A, [~.C., 
Skeen, Mall complex rapidly taking sli  e 
centre being put together under the financial guidance of ceilings appear by evening from piles of construction 
Abacus Cities Limited on Lakelse St. material lying on the ground only a few hours earlier. 
Visible progress is evident from day to day as walls and The next one hundred ays will probably be the most Ira- 
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RUMP barred 
from U IC files 
By GERARD. McNEIL But when Tony Kelly of 
OTTAWA (CP) --  The •Toronto, royal commission 
RCMP no longer will use counsel, said the June 13 
suspension applied only to 
information on criminal 
offences unrelated ' to 
unemployment insurance, 
Jeusen replied: 
"If it is not lawful fox" one 
purpose, it is not lawful for 
another." 
Jensen eurrestly heads.the 
RCMP's big Lower Mainland 
division.in British Columbia.. 
He led the RCMP's com- 
mereial crime section from 
information from unem- 
ployment insurance com- 
misaion~files to investigate 
unemployment i sm.anne of- 
fences, RCMP Assistant 
Commissioner Henry Jonson 
of Vancouver said Tuesday. 
Jeusen told a royal 
commission into RCMP 
wrongdoing ' that a 
• relationship going back to 
the opening of virtually the 
• first unemployment in- 
surance file. in l~e ,1940s 
it is unlawful for the RCMP 
• to use information from 
unemployment insurance 
files--including data from 
Social lneuran~:e Number 
considers that such in- 
formation is necessary to 
solve crimes. 
CITES CASES 
Jensen listed several eases 
he said the RCMP could not 
have solved without data 
from social insurance and 
unemployment insurance 
files: 
--In Calgary, one person 
was drdwing $33,000 a month 
using 109 social Insurance 
cards. 
persons had collected $32.867 
in two months' and would 
'have drawn.S545,000 except 
for co 0potation.between .the
RCMP and Unemployment 
He said the RCMP had 
been told by the unem- 
ployment insurance com- 
missi0n--now the Canada 
Employment and Immi- 
grat ion Commission--that fi les--to investigate any insurance officials, Jonson 
the relatloqship had ended, alleged offence. He said he ' said. 
Air Canada still booking flights 
MONTREAL (CP) - -  Air contingencY' plan has also spokesman said. : 
Canada says it is accepting been put. into operation to 
federations for all future place passengers with, an Ticket agents will do their 
flights even though its 1,500 urgent need to travel with best to place those people 
pilots are threatening to other carriers, with other airlines serving 
walk off the job next early the same points as Air 
next Monday. "The instructions were put Canada, but seating on such 
Not many people have used that telephone However, a company I into the computer last flights is bound to be hard to 
• " l i fe l ine , "  Roy. Stokes said, but for those who spokesman said today thota . night," an Air Canada ~et , ,he  added. 
have nededsomeonetotalkte, ithnsbe h re, Gold fo Go lden Ru le  
The Stokes' are currently the only t w9 perso~ ~ r .... 
....... w0rkingwith, the'erisis'I/d~' ~dthough'dudng the 
two years s ince  Pad:eats inCr i s i s  was 
established, two persons have Worked with them 
at separate times.. 
A minimum of two people are needed to an- 
swer the crisis line and the only requirement are 
robe"mature people who are willing to give of 
themselves and of their time," Rev. Stokes said 
and are willing*to learn how to communicate 
with people." 
"It's a demanding role," he added, "but it's a 
rewarding role• Youcan see change in people for 
the better. 
Anyone who is interested in taking over the 
crisis line 'can call 635-4419. 
Father's Day- 
Loroli Smith 
raised. Juantta Hatton says, 
"Thanks a million to the 
Kermodes. Thanks to all the 
people who gave." 
The Golden Rule needs 
your' help newl For 61-2 
years it has operated on a 
'tiny budget. Now'.even that 
is gone. Please buy e raffle 
ticket on return air fares to 
Vancouver, second prize 
return air fares Pr, Rupert' 
to Masset, 
20/times over 
Jaunita Hatton receiving cheque from 
The Golden Rule wishes to Silhouette Fashions 
thank the following Nor- CPA 
chants fur door prises Terrace Equipment Sales 
donated tothe Golden Rule Wi lk inson Bus iness  
Bin~o and sponsored by the Machines 
~Kermode , F r iendsh ip  M~wan Motors 
Society, held at the Thorchlll Overwaitea 
R?reatlon centre on June Kalum Electric 
ST. CLO'UD, Minn. (AP) - -  
Bill Parish's nelghbor~ 
blocked his plane to put a 
landfill on his 80-acre farm. 
Now, "just to torment 
them," Parish has turned 
part of the property into a 
junk heap. ' ' 
Next to the read sits a pig 
COMP. "/7/78 
FbL 
CHICAGO (AP) - -  For 
Tom' Burns it was like 
Father's Day 20 times over. 
Shouts of "Happy Father's 
Dayl" came from Ginna, 
Molly, Dan, Jen, Marge, 
Susie, Resa, K.K., 
Rosemary, Sharon, Malty, 
Joey, Annie, Laurie, David, 
would break up the roads 
and that paper and rubbish 
from the trucks would blow 
OVer their property. Th~ 
fought the application aria 
won, 
~Now, they are fighting 
again; 
Jean, Mike and Liz. ,pen, piled up manure, Junk 
• That's right, that's 18. ' 'cars, rubble and the remains 
T~vo f the Burns's 20 chil- ' of rotting bread Parish feeds 
dron--Kathy and Eileen-- ' to his animals. He keeps 100 
live out of state and couldn't ! pigs, a dozen cattle, 17 
ii~ke the celebration., horses for his riding stable 
Burns, 49, supporto his .and six black bears which 
• family asan electrician and 'are on chains or in cages, 
concedes that money can he The feud started several 
aproblem, years ago when Parish, 76, 
/~His 47-year-01d wife applied for a permit for the 
Barbara said she spends landfill. Neighbors claimed 
about $200 a w~k on food. that trucks hauling the fill 
The day before, 'she said, she 
bought on sale several 100~ 
roll cases of toilet paper, 
"The Burm's kids range in 
age from one to 26. Fifteen of 
them live at home, sharing 
the seven bedrooms and four 
bathrooms. 
CPA 
Firms Who Helped Haffie 
Costs 
l~innieg Tractor - Alean - 
rOminsca Building Supply - 
Can Cel& Pohle Lumber - 
Lakelse Hotel. Dog N Suds - 
Time Cleaners - Blue Ribbon 
Bakery - Trans Pi'ovinclai 
Many private people have 
also contributed tothecout of 
license tickets etc. 
The amount of $417. was 
i:~f? 
! 
portent for the "sidewalk superintendents",°becanse, within 
that time frame what is now a " is scheduled to metamor- 
phose, like a caterpillar Into a butterfly, into a living, vibrant 
hive of salespersons, merchandise and eager shoppers. 
" /  . . .  • . . . .  
the weather: 
Possible clouds in the a.m. with clearing by 
noon. Winds from the northwest in the a.m. 
swinging from the south in the p.m. Temp. 
high for the day, possible 20 degrees. 
Ev's Men's Wear 
Lakeise Drugs 
,Terrace Interiors 
Elegance Dress Shop , 
Shoppers Drug Mart 
Gordon & Anderson 
Terrace Co-Op 
Three Rivers Wrakshop 
LOU's Custom Lapidary 
Royal Bank 
Quadra Travel 
Central Flowers 
~:~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~:~:~%~:~;~:~~;~~;~ 
Visit for smal l  
bus iness  
..Minister of State and Small Business,.the i!on. Anthony Abbott stopped off in Terrace 
. Monday night following a meetingin" Kiilmat attended by approximately 20Pers0ns. 
Abbott was touring Northern B. C. to acquaint the public with the resources available to 
them through is ministry - which was formed about a year and a halt ago, as part of the 
Trudeau cabinet. 
. .Accompanying Abbott was Michael Duffy, parliamentary correspondent, familiar to  
• television viewers of the National news. Abbott explained to questioners atKitlmat, the 
Federal Development Bank (successor to Industrial Development Bank) is not in 
competition with private banks; but rather Is a "Lender of Last Resort" to persons and 
companies requiring funding of projects that presented too high a risk for private lending 
Institutions. 
..Abbott expressed Mmself pleasantly surprised at the apparent prosperity of Northern 
B.C., as wall as the Atlantlc.provinces he has Just visited. Even though figures of 30 
" percent unemployment" are given for the Eastern seaboard provinces, he said, "the 
amount of new trucks and prlvu~e vehicles and the thriving thoroughfare s could easily 
have fooled me." • 
. .Accompanied by his special nssistent and Michael Duffy, Abbott left on the morning 
flight for other engagements in central and southern B.C. 
p ~ y  request 
MS victim's apartment gutted- 
then looters take what's left 
bui lding--a "two.storey 
frame house containing 15 
apartments--is being dosed 
down~ 
WALKING LIMITED 
Home hunting is an ordeal, 
said Telford, because it i s  
difficult for him to get 
around. He travels by bus. 
and his illness limits him to 
walking a' total of six blocks 
a day. As well, the rent must 
be ,cheap--about $I00 a 
month--to fit into his limited 
budget, 
He said he wouldn't have 
minded so much if the fire 
destroyed the building and 
its contents, 
• "It would have been OK if 
the fire had wiped it out, but 
to go back and find it all 
smokey and wet and 
destroyed and then some 
creeps have to come and do a 
rip-off--that's the thing that 
annoyed me the most," he 
saud. 
Telford, 43, an MS victim 
for the past four years, said 
that he  was" watching 
television i  ~'his, ground.floor 
apartment early Monday 
when the lights went out and 
somebody started• .yel]ln8 
"f ire".  He grabbed his 
stereo and $60 in cash he had 
hidden under the rug and 
crawled out a back window. 
The cash got lost in the 
rush, but the stereo is safe at 
a friend's home. 
Telford said he  then 
crawled back into the 
apartment to get his 
medication and, his shoes. A 
fireman tried to stop him, 
but Telford said he told him 
he_. had no intention of going 
any further in bare feet. 
After the fire Was put out, 
Telford returned to his 
apartment and slept there. 
On Monday night, friends 
offered him the use of their 
apartment and when he re. 
turned to his apartment 
Tuesday he discovered the 
bottle of red peppers and the 
loss of his possessions. 
"They'd taken all the other 
spices, but they left the red 
peppers--you know, ~e kind 
y_ou use for spaghetti," he 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
day after a fire that left his 
dpwntown apartment filled 
with smoke and water, 
multiple sclerosis vicUm 
Ron Telford returned to.find 
a half-empty jar of red 
peppers outside his blistered 
door: 
It was one of the few items 
left behind by looters who' 
scoured his apartment for 
valuables following the blaze 
early Monday• 
His apartment received 
only smoke and water 
damage in the fire, but v/hat 
the fire didn't take, the 
looters did--his color 
television set, clothes, kit. 
then utensils and supplies 
and a valuable set of knives. 
He estimated that replace- 
meat value of the goods at 
about $i,000. 
Telford said that besides 
trying to replace his per- 
Attend the Bingothat he sonal possessions on his 
Kermede Friendship Society mea gre ha ndic app ed 
is holding on June 11 at the disability pension, he now 
Thornh i l l  Confmunlty:  must start looking for a new 
Centre, There will be extra home, . 
d~r  prizes, The burned-out apgrtment 
. , . o . 
I,E~J~3L/~TIVE LIBRARY, 
?,,F, LL~ZE:iT ~U [LDINGS, 
/! 
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DITORIAL 
"Holy C ty" 
The settlement of Cedar~ale, about 40 miles 
East o£ Terrace has a long and interesting 
history. Much of that" history is Church- 
connected. All of it dates back approximately.a 
century ago to the arrival of a Ray. Tomlinson 
from the north of England who settled there; on 
the fertile banks of. the cedar forested salmon 
filled Skeena River. 
By dint of much hard work coupled with a gift 
foi ~ organizing and leading, Dr. Tomlinson soon 
had an industrious community gathered around 
him, disciplined, schooled, busily employed at 
gainful oceupatiens, morally principled, and - to 
all reports, as sin-free, sober and enlightened as
any community of its size in the world. It was 
rivalled only by another Native community, 
after which it could have been patterned - and 
probably was - that of the Rev. Win. Duncan's 
"city"• of Metlakatla, a few miles North of what 
was later to become Prince Rupert. 
As with Duncan, so under the leadership of the 
Rev. Tomlinson, the little'village soon sported a
beautiful wood Church. It became known as 
"Holy City" because, among other restrictions 
was one that forbade the Sheens -River steam- 
boats to stop there on a Sunday - no matter hew 
desperate the community might have need of 
supplies, Though non-religious writers have 
scornfully derided Tomlinsun for this lack of 
humanity- another more valid reason for this 
was to avoid the disruption ckused by the liquor 
'm 
Viotoria Report , 
by Oyril.SheHord , 
One of the most interesting developments for 
many years happened this month in California 
with the passing, with an overwhelming 
majority, Initiative 13 which will cut taxes by 8 
billion dollars. : 
This experiment should he watched with care, 
not only by governments, but all people in the 
province and especially union leaders ~in the 
public sector where their members are in the 
front line. . 
The reason I say this is because it Could 
happen here in a slightly different form as we 
don't have the provisions in our system for a vote 
such as this. However, it can come forward in a 
diffe/'ent form, where some political party will 
make a promise of reduced taxes without elling 
you of the problems it will create. 
Already hundreds of people are getting 
together to form a group to cut taxes which is 
only the start, and it will likely be the "in" thing 
hi'tbe~next~decatle - like ~nvironment was in the 
last. 
One thing comes out loud and clear, not only in 
California - which is a clear warning to govern- 
ment and government employees. 
People have had enough of government grants 
and give aways. No long ago giving a grant to 
some organization was a real plumb to the local 
MIA of M.P. That day appears to.be gone, and 
from now on giving grants to some organizations 
could very wei~be the kiss of death to many 
polititions. 
One thing we all have to face the issue in a 
reasonable mahner, trying to look at beth sides 
and make sure the cure isn't worse than the 
disease. 
No one'.likes taxes, but we like+the benefits 
from taxes such as hospitalization +and 
education. Yet if+ we seriously cut back taxes, 
the hardest hit will be health ahd education 
because they are the big spenders. We could cut 
out ministries altogether like agriculture, mines, 
forests, attorney-general etc. yet it would hardly 
affect our tax bill at all. 
So to make real inroads, the cut has to come 
from the big spending ministries which Would 
mean less health care which is one of the worlds • 
best. ~It would also mean a great reduction of 
teachers where salaries are over 70 percent of 
the total cost. This could lead to 35 or 40 to a 
classroom, and does anyone want this? 
This is not all, and we should watch closely the 
affect in California where likely 300,000 ~f the 
1,400,000 public servants will be laid off. By 
using the standard multiplying affect it would 
mean that over 600,000 to 700,000 would be out of 
work. 
This group having less money to spend would 
soon put a further group of people out of work in 
the service and supply industries as the chain 
reaction spreads. Without a doubt his can cause 
a mini del~ression i the State. 
OTTAWA UPDATED 
I was in Skidegate last weekend for the 
opening of the new Skidegate Band Ad- 
mhdstration Building and the raising of a totem 
Pole carved by pre-eminent Haide artist Bill 
Reid. The Administration Building has been 
designed in the traditional Haide longhouse 
style, and is an excellent return on the in, 
vestment of over $,50,000 in federal funds that 
have aided in its construction - much of which 
has come from the Canada Works and Local 
Initiatives Programs. 
Canada's unemployment rate remained un- 
changed inMay, at e.6 percent of the workforce. 
The underlying growth of our economy, 
however: was indicated by the fact that during 
this month 27,000 new jobs were created - raising 
the employment level in the country to+ over 
10,000,000 people. 
A recent article in the Prince Rupert Daily 
News contains a number of misleading, inac- 
curate, and completely false statements about 
! •/ ( l .  • 
fights to save its only "Church" 
and ruffians aid to have sometimes been aboard 
the river beats as well as some of the diseases 
spread by itinerant visitors plying the native 
village girls with booze, while Tomlinson and the 
community's mentors were attending Divine 
worship and unable to oversee their flock. 
With the development of the railroad and the 
highway, village life was eventually fragmented 
as family after family moved away to accept he 
amenities offered by the rapidly growing cities 
of Prince Rupert, Smithers and Prince George. 
Tomlissons descendants tried their best to keep 
. things the way they had been during the'village's 
heyday, while watching the inhabitants drop to a 
handful in number.. 
Finally, long after Tomliuson's death and 
interment in the historic Cedarvale unmarked 
cemetery, alongside his wife, a surviving son, 
said to have married a Salvation Army lassie, 
deeded a p~'cel of land with a small house of 
worship and school on it to the Salvation Army Of 
Canada. According to the village postmistress, 
who says she attended school in the.building that 
eventually became the Salvation Ahny Chapel -
Richard Tomlinaon (Dr. Tomlinson's on) in 
donating the property expr~ssed a wish to see 
either aPioneers Residence or a ehildren's home 
built on that property. 
The original beautiful church has long since 
burned to the ground. The tiny chapol-hall one of 
the few original cedar built buildings left in 
Let,s hear it for- 
or against- Bill 13 
Another-intereatthg ing to note is the fact it 
will save the taxpayer over 8 billion dollars, 
however property taxes are deductable from 
income tax in the United States, so the eavings 
then become taxable and nearly 4 billion will 
simply go to the federal government. 
This means taking money away from state and 
local government which are close to the people 
and directly give benefits to the local home 
owner such as roads, streets, sewage, parks etc., 
and transfer nearly half of it to Washington to be 
used for,defence tc. 
The California property tax is 'close to 2 
½percent of the market value compared to 1 
percent in British Columbia. Home owners in 
several British Celurnbi ~ towns after the Home 
Owners Grant is deducted on a $60,000 house is as 
follows: 
• $650.00 Victoria 
548.00 Kelowna 
816.00Penficton • ; *" ' 
743.00 Prince George 
In California: 
$1,728.00 Sacramento 
1,740.00 Los Angeles 
1,341.00 San Diego 
1,550.00 san Francisco 
The question people have to ask themselves is 
do they get the value from their taxes. 
We are extremely ~ortunate in Canada to have 
the opportunity osit back and observe both the 
good and bad affects of the .tax measure 13 
adopted by the voters in California. 
If we use our heads rather than get carried 
away on an emotional issue we can avoid some of 
the pitfalls that are bound to show up in a new 
soheme~ which is a fefinate about urn in the 10ng 
period of tax increases which most governments 
thought there Was no end. 
It will likely do us all good if we take note of the 
changing mood of the tax payer who wants to see 
more restraint in government spending which 
means a strong hold on costs of all kinds in- 
cluding wages which is the lions share of all 
government spending. 
The present government has reduced it s tax 
share of the gross provincial product from' 17 
'percent in 1975-76 to 15 percent in'1977-78 with a 
target of 12 percent. - 
There is no question i  my opinion a law should 
be on the books prohibiting any government 
from spending more than it takes in for current 
services, as it is a dishonest way of spending 
more than they make and it only passes on the 
debt to future governments and generations. 
This should not apply to borrowing for capital 
projects uch as Hydro which Will serve future 
governments and the next generation. 
I would like to receive comments from con- 
stituents on iniUativ e13 and find out what people 
think of it. 
with Ion oampagnolo 
my trip to Europe lastyear as Minister of State 
for Fitness and Amateur Sport. +I used a 
government aircraft for this visit largely for 
security reasons (3 of the countries I visited are 
under Communist control) and as for the figures 
"compiled" by the author - they only~show hat 
happens when irresponsible journalism is 
matched up with a pocket calculator. The actual 
cost to my Ministry was approximately $8,000. I
regret that the D~ifly News irresponsibility in 
this matter appears to be as unvounded as was 
the original malicious column in a Victoria 
newspaper some six months ago. 
Housing starts in Canada are hitting record 
levels. In the first quarter of this year there have 
been 47,197 new housing starts, an increase of 
• 11,700 from the same period in 1977. It is ex- 
pected that, at this rate, the 3 yes,period of 1976- 
1978 will see over % million housing starts in 
Canada. 
Cadervale- still stands. But for howlong? 
Mmost all the native residents left in Cedar- 
vale are greatly upset, because they have heard 
the property - said to consist of several acres 
covering three lots - has been sold to a Portugese 
immigrant family who have been grazing their 
cattle on the property fo~ some time. Rumours 
are rife. One being the Salvation Army sold the 
property for $20,000. Services, according to 
some of the Native families there, have not been 
held in the ancient church for years. As one old 
lady wrote, "People here remember how their 
relatives were baptized, married - and latex, 
their bodies brought o the Church building for 
funeral services before being buried in the 
cemetery at Cedarvale. When and if the Church 
building is pulled down, everyone left will feel 
the loss. 
Salvation Army officials in the nearest com-  
mun i t ies  of Terrace and Prince Rupert will 
neither confirm nor deny that a sale has been 
completed for the property which it admits 
having owned, and the original deed of sale held 
in their Toronto Salvation Army property of. 
rices. 
They do, ,however, seem mystified by all the 
uproar and especially the petition with 20 
signatures which reads as follows: 
"We, the People originally from Cedarvale, 
British C, olumbia on the Sheens River, object 
tothe sale of land which was originally set out for 
their use by the Tomlinsons and was later taken 
over by Mr. R. Tomlinson, who therefore 
donated the three (3) pieces of land with Hall 
(originally built by the people of Cedarvale) to 
the Salvation Army. The Hall has not been used 
for Sunday School for approximately four (4) 
years, but has been used for services of all sorts 
by the people of Cedarvale. Those who want to 
buy or are bidding 'on the property are'new 
residents of. Cedarvale and therefore not in- 
terestod in any .of its history or origin of the 
place, and, are only interested init for their own 
personal gain. 
We feel we should be informed and given a 
Chance and a Say in what is being done With the 
property in order that there is no ill feeling, 
which is already circulating by turnouts that a 
certain person, With cattle, needs the land." 
Salvation Army official contacted say they had 
never had any representations for the Salvation 
Army to resume services at C, edurvale - for 
years and years, at least. Attempts by a Capt. 
DOOTOR TBUDEAU 
• : ~ I / + - • 
Ilopriniod from the Vonoouvor Sun 
True, Canada has problems. Some big, some 
small, aH of them important o the national 
character and psyche. But we're not going down 
the tube and the sooner we realize that the better 
offwe'll all be. 
Prime bHaister Pierre Elliott Trudeau is'right 
when he says there's too mush pessimism 
abroad in the land - pesimism about the 
economy, ••pessimism about inflation and 
unemployment, .pessimism about the future. 
He's right when he says, as he did at the 
Northern Winter Games in Prince George last 
week, that "we have too much doubt+ aobut 
ourselves. It's in our minds." 
He's right when he says we really haven't got 
much of a national spirit. 
He's right when he says there's no such thing 
as a free lunch and that we have to pay for the 
choices we make - "ff we want to pay less taxes, 
for example, we have to cut our social benefits." 
These truths may be unpalatable and hard to 
digest by•people waiting in line for their 
unemployment cheques; by housewives, 
workers and others struggling to make ends 
meet against a declining dollar. But swallow 
them we must. 
And having absorbed them into +the 'biped- 
stream, bounce hack with a resolve to turn 
th'.mgs around for the better. The patient, as the 
• pnme minister has made clear - and the 
economic indicators are there to support his 
contention - is not terminally ill. 
It is merely a prolonged session of con- 
vaiescence after the post-operative blues of oil 
embargoes, trade deficits, dollar devaluation, 
unemployment and inflation. 
The medicine Doctor Trudeau is prescribing is
n'ght, even though in the short erm, it might not 
taste so good and the patient may not recognize it
for what it is: a tonic. An attempt to lift us out of 
our depression by makihg ~.come to grips with 
reality. "We are not chronically ill, we are not a 
sick nation. Economically we must redress .the 
balance but we don't have to fear the future .... 
It's a tougher world to comets  in: We can't 
expect he economy to grow at the same rate as 
in the past. We are going through a period of 
adjustment. We are not seeing the bottom falling 
out of the economy." 
It would be too easy to dismiss this, as some 
undoubtedly will, as mere political rhetoric, .a 
preamble to a possible spring r summe~" election. 
• But the facts speak for themselves. 
Over the past 10 years, our gross xmtional ~
product has grown at a faster rate than that of 
any other country except Japan. We have 
created jobs faster than any other Western 
exonomy even though our enemployment ra e is 
worse - due primarily to more people entering 
the job market. Inflation, while still high, is not 
the runaway problem it was before wage and 
price controls were introduced. 
The average weekly varnings of Canadians,. 
according to StatistiCs Canada figures for Oc- 
:Young, when he was the Salvation Army in- 
cumbent at Terrace, to rivive the use of the ball 
for religious purposes at Cedarvale, several 
years ago, met with no response at all. 
• Somechurch officials uggest the "Army" has 
been experiencing difficulties with its Native 
work in general, in the area. "After we poured 
$12,000 in renovations to the Salvation Army 
chapel in Kitseguecla, the people there changed 
the locks on the doors and wouldn't allow us in" a 
member issaid to have complained. The Native 
community of Glen Vowell -established as a 
"Salvation Army Village" 80 years ago is 
likewise reported to be having its troubles. At 
Kitwauga (or nearby) the hydro is reported to 
have been turned off after the residents ran up a 
bill of over a thousand . ollars. The Salvation 
Army village of Canyon City alone is described 
as still being a "go'ing concern." 
When one "Sally Ann" officer was told the 
+ orga.n~tion is reported to have received $28,000 
for the property at Cedarvale, his reply+ was, 
"Well, I would say that might just about pay for 
the outstanding bills on our Native work around 
there." 
What bills? "Hydro, and taxes and bills like 
that. It takes approximately $20,000 a year, 
these days, to run one church". The Hall at 
Cedsrvale, however, has no electricity and being 
registered as Church property, "for religious 
purposes", should be tax exemp. As for salaries 
-'with no services held there for the last three 
years, this could not be considered a legitimate 
charge against he Cedarvale property. 
• Said one 93 year old native of Cedsrvale, tothe 
editor of the HERALD: "All we want is a little 
bit of tae property with the church Hall still on it 
sewe can use it for a funeral". The wriflkled old 
woman, who can still get a twinkle in her one 
good eye, • even though it is clouding over with 
cataracts, and can still laugh when she 
reminisces about he time she was eight years 
old and the first steamboat topull into Cedarvale 
~frightened her so badly she hid in the hollow 
trunk of a cedar tree all day - may yet see her 
wish come true. 
One "Army" officer has suggested It. Col. 
Rea, of the Property Deportment of the Corps, 
on 20 Albert St., Toronto, might look kindly ff 
such a request was to be made to him by the 
residents of that once "Holy" city. We wish 
them all the luck in the world! 
• tober, are up 9.7 percent over a year ago - 
,,.keep'Lng ah. ~ ,o f  thein~tion rate of 9.Spe~ent~ 
~'~ PrOblems still :;remain, st .CouPe. Gwern '~. 
ments by and large are curtailing their growth 
and this means fewer jobs in the public sector. 
The anti-inflation board is on the verge of being 
dismantled. We have yet to settle on a sensible 
formula for dealing with out world trading+ 
partners and even among outselves. 
But none of these is insurmountable. The 
greitest difficulty is in recognizing them and 
'facing them down. Not crawling under the 
bedsheets with anther  bout of pessimism. 
Letters to Editor: 
"Public Schools are un- 
dermining Christianity. 
To be more to the point: 
teachers in public schools 
attack the teachings of 
parents. The same teachers 
need the tax money from 
these parents to help pay 
their salaries. But we are 
not crazy to sit down with our 
mouths shut and give in to 
t i~  garbage. These kids 
beloq to the puranis, not to 
the teachers, appointed by
schealbeards. Especially 
when• bearded hippies 
(former draftdedgem from 
the United States) and other 
rebels and communists and 
homosexual perverts can be 
offornd the responsible Jobof 
teaching our children. 
Forget it. Something is 
going to hal~en. For in- 
• stance: over and over we 
bear that eachers tell their 
students hat "the churches 
should not engage inmission 
work. This Is destroying the 
cultures of tha~natiom and 
intbrfering with internal 
affairs. We willleave itup to 
the communists to do thatl 
These are the real cultin 
destroyers. Christianity has 
+ refined cultures. Our whole 
western culture is the 
product of Christianity. If 
these teachers mean what 
they say, they shoud 
abandon this western 
culture, turn their docks 
back, get rid of what 
Christianity brought heir 
ancestors, and start running 
around in bearskins and live 
in a hole in the ground. 'At 
least let them leave our 
children alone, because 
schools, hospitals,  
ngrlculture, industry, roads 
and solid houses are all the 
product of the teaching and 
influence of early 
mlssioeariss, together with 
R0man civilizaUon. But our 
modern teachers do not 
know these facts. History, 
spelling, arithmetic eta. is 
not their ha[[. Political 
science, labour elations 
sez, the occult, how to revolt 
against parents and society, 
• these are the popular sub- 
jeers. All this have to help to 
bring about their communist 
utopia. If you see more and 
more Christian Schools 
established across the 
nation, then you will know 
one of the reasons. 
Bill Homburg : 
• I 
• i 
/ 
.;:;:;:..~.;.; :..'.: ,e~. ;'~. ~'~'~;~.~p.'.:;~.'.:~.~.~p.:,;~;,'/..;~.o~;O; ;.:.:.:.:.Z.-..~..•....:~.,;...;.;.;.;.;.....-.-,.. 
JO b Opportunities 
.: rther details •on the General Office Clerk - $4.50 
following lobs are to he hr. Terrace. Permanent ., 
obtained by calling the, part time. ' General 
Terrace office of the Canada bookkeeping experience. 
Employment Centre at 63S. Reception work. No typing ~i~ 
7134. required,. ' 
• Clerk Typist - $750 month.' 
'Millwright. 10.51 per hr. Terrace. Shorthand 
Terrace. Temporary fall preferred. Typing45 w.p.m., 
time position. Should be Switchboard, filing ex- 
certified. Some shift work. perience required. 
. '  Registered Nurse - $1124 
Typist - $4.00 per hour month. Terrace. Care of 
D.O;E. Terrace. Permanent patientsin ICU maintenance 
part-time. Fast accurate ~ equipment. Responsible 
typing. 55 w.p.m, to head nurse. Shift work 8 
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_-rst-class walkout 
:i, i - -  pilot " ' : : L  ~ . , ,  ~ ;~ '  ' : '~ /  ' t;,, , Canada. . . s_ 
~ i ~ L r ~ :  . ~ ~ .  ~ ~ - : " : ~T,. '~. . . . . .  ( ) ~ removed the right of first- Union spokesmen have 
r uanaaa pilots are and second.class officers to said they are not interested 
threatening to walk off the "deadhead" toand from as- in firstclass privileges as 
~ ' ~  ~=~:~  ~ /~t" ~ i ~  " jobnextwnekatthehelghtof siguments in the first.class such, but they want these . . . .  ~,, ~ . . . . . .  ~-  ~.~.  
because the Crownowned travel first class, they would consider trading 
in the first-class section take certain privileges away , Bernie Miller, head of Air 
~ ~ /  ~r  ii~:3~ / when they'aren't riding in without us reacting to it," Caasdalaborrelaflons, said 
~ : : ~  ~ ~ : . . ~  ~ ' I  =,~ the cockpit. Roger Burgess.Webb of thecompany is concerned its 
~ e ~ : : = : - ~ = i ~ ~ ~ } , ~ ' !  ' ~ ~: The Air Canada contingent CALPAsaid~[onday. flight attendants would want 
of the Canadian Air Line "So we're ready to go on the same first-class 
~- :  . _ ; ~ ~ : ~  ~..,,: ,~  ~ Pilots Association (CALPA) strike unless Air Canada privileges incorporated in a 
~ : : : . , . ~ , : : ~ " ~ : ~ ~ i . . . .  . . . . .  ..................... "~ ~ voted 92 par nent in favor of comes ul) with somethinR contract now under 
7 ~ - ~ : ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~  ~ the walkout Monday to back worth lis(ening to." - negotiation. 
~ ~ ~ ~ . m ~ ~ . ~ : ~  ~ a complicated set of Ho added however that T0~'J'.~..~nN ~,  ~ap) 
~ l ~ , ~  . . . .  , ~ , ~ ~ . ~  ;,,. demands concerning first- - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  
General Office Clerk - $3.25 
per hour. Terrace. Part 
time. Some typing (40 
w.p.m.) 
Dining Room Waitress - $3.75 
per hour. Terrace. Per- 
manent full time. Ex- 
per ience  pre fer red .  
Janitor - $4,50 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Clasnbfflce 
buildings, varying hours and 
shifts, must be reliable, valid 
drivers liconea, some heavy 
work, long term em- 
ployment. 
Secretary-Bookkeepec - ~800 
men. Terrace. Permanent 
full-time. Involves typing, 
bookkeeping, control funds 
and stock, reception, mail 
filing. 
Receptiooist - $600 mmth. '
Terrace. Genreal reception 
duties, typing speed not as 
important as the desire to 
improve and progress. 
Clerk I/ - 1,0~5 month. " 
Terrace. Goural typing and 
switchboard backup. 
Clerk Typist- Terrace. ~di93 
+ 52.80 per me. Permanent 
fu l l  time. 4O wpm typing 
ess~tlal. Some experiouco 
required. 
H.D. Mechanic - I .W.A.  
rates. Juskatla. Permanent 
fullllme. TQ or fully ex- 
perienced. 
Service Station Attendant- 
$3.00 per hour. Terrace. 
• Part time position. Prefers 
/deaf person. Must be 
dependable. 
poreent VP. Room and 
Board provided at cost. 
Baker - $7.00 per hour to 
start. Terrace. Permanent 
full time. Must have ex- 
perience. 
Executive Secretary- $1,000 
mouth. Terrace. Typing 60 
wpm, filing, transcribing, 
shorthand month end 
reports, exp with public. 
H.D. Mechanic - IWA rates. 
Queen Charlottes. Employer 
will accept non ticketed 
tradesman if fully ex- 
perienced with heavy 
logging equipment. 
Dishwasher -$3.70 per hour 
to start. Terrace. Must he 
neat. Opportunity for ad- 
vaneament. Weekends off. 
General Office Clerk -$410 
per month. • Terrace. Part- 
t ime position. Typing, 
bookkeeping, filing, Must be 
able to meet he Imbllc. • 
Live in Housekeeper - 1350 
per month .+ R~B. Po~t 
Edward. To care for S 
children age 7 and 2'- some 
housekeeping, cooking. 
childcare. 
Waiter-Waitress - ~3.25 per 
hour. Terrace. Permanent 
ful l -thne. Over 10 years of 
age. Stock work, cash 
register and balancing 
ordering. 
Car Hop - Minimum. 
Terrace. Some enp~lmea 
preferred: Evening 6-12.. 
Day 11-7. Hours vary when 
busy. 
.-.:~:~.:~`-.~:~:~..~:~:~:~--.:~;~;-;~;~;.;~;.;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~;~...~--~`.~'~.~.~.~•~.~ 
Forest:,  ::range:laws 
revamped 
VICTORIA (CP) ' - -  The 
Rritish Columbia leglalatoro 
gave approval in principle 
Monday to a legislative 
package'revamping the 
province's forest and range 
laws. 
After four days of debate, 
second reading was given 
over the dissent of the op- 
position against .the new 
Forest Act. 
. unopposed second.reading 
was then quickly given to the 
accompanying pieces ol 
legislation--tho Ministry of 
Forests Act and the Range 
Act. 
Forest Minister Tom 
Waierland closed debate on 
the Forest Act with a 
staunch defesce Of the bill 
and an attack on oppb-,itlan 
critics. 
Waterland said Liberai 
leader Gordon Gibson, who 
led the opposition criticism 
the bill, has a double 
standard with' regards to 
selling off the province's 
forest resources. 
MAKES CHARGE 
• Gibson had accused the 
government >f allowing 
etsht multinational ,furest 
companies to control much 
of the province's timber 
without forcing them to 
make use of the resource. 
provisions oailing for all 
companies toeither use their 
holdings or lose them. 
"Any unused out or 
allocation in the tree farm 
llcence can be tota l ly  
removed and made available 
to other sectors in the in- 
dustry at the end of the cur- 
rmt cut control period, the 
maximum length of which is 
five years," he said. 
"Wo went much, much 
farther and stepped much 
more boldly than even Dr. 
Pearse recommended," the 
minister said. 
Waterland also said that 
unrestricted competition for 
the right to forest land, as 
advocated tosome extent by 
the. oppesltiou, would he 
disasterous. 
:'Unrestricted competition 
would ensure that timber 
rights would he effectively 
coneentruted into the hands 
• of fewer and fewer large 
companies," he said, adding 
there would be Ices of jobs 
and no incentives for good 
.forest management. 
Bank 
~igh school students have found summer Jobs with the Dairy queen in Terrace, three 
of them through the Canada Employment Centre Student Placement Office. Suzanuo :~ 
Zlegler, Juniee Kidd, Maryann Lyshaug, Suzanne Urbnnczyk and Mike Kustus, along Y 
with the many other students hired by local employers, are learning new skills through 
their summer Jobs. This week is Hire a S~dent Week throughout the province. 
Tornado destroys 
town 
AUBIGNY, Man. (CP) - -  train. 
This small community about Most of the 14 reported in- 
30 kilomotres south of juries were minor, many of 
Winnipeg was nearly them cuts from flying g~es. 
destroyed Monday evening However, "two persons in. 
by a tornado that swept~ jured when their car was 
through the region," killing ~ thrown out of control by' the 
.ono person and injuring tornado nHighway75arein 
numerous others. 
RCMP said David Waller 
of Portage la Prairie was 
killed near Ste. Anne. He was 
in a Canadian National 
Railways bunk car on a 
siding when a tornado lifted 
tho car from the tracks and 
threw it back down. One 
other person was injured in 
the derailment. 
The tornado destroyed a
fertilizer plant beside the 
guarded condition. 
But in Aubigny, all is in 
ruins. The predominantly 
French-spoaking community 
of about 300 bore the brunt of 
the tornado which destroyed 
nearly 75 per cent of the 
town. 
DAMAGE 'HORRENDOUS' 
Jack Murray, mayer of 
Morris, about 10 kilometros 
to the west, was one of many, 
, Referendum 
would wait 
until fall 
QUEBEC (CP)  - -  After 
months of committee study, 
it now appears doubtful that 
tho Parti Quebecois 
• government will succeed in 
pushing its referondum 
legislation through th~ 
~f lo~l  ~sembly ~fore the 
delayed until autumn, it will 
he because the opposition 
persisted Monday ,in ob- 
jecting to proposed time 
limits on assembly dshato in 
tho future plebiscites the law 
is designed to facilitate. 
The assembly is to adjourn 
Thursday and adoption of the 
bill before adjournment 
would have required awrap- 
up of clause-by-clause study 
Monday, unless the op- 
position agrees to waive the 
rules to allow third reading. 
An aide to Justice Minister 
Mare-Andre" Bednrd said 
that the fate of tho bill is up 
in the air and it is possible it
will only be passed when the 
session resumes, in Sep. 
tembar. 
The opposition Liberals 
have not indicated whether 
they would agree to suspend 
the usual rules of the  
assembly/to clear the way 
. for third reading this week, 
he said. 
people who went to the 
community Monday evening 
to try to help. He said the 
damage was "horrendous" 
and only the hand of God 
prevented any Aubigny 
residents from being killed. 
Nine were injured. 
Houses, stores and other 
buildings were flattened. 
Trees, hydro and telephone 
poles and automobiles were 
thrown t~'ough the air' like 
leaves. 
The' tornado toppled a 
church steeple and carried a
bus more than 60 metres 
before it was dumped less 
than three metres from the 
side of a house. 
Many residents escaped 
injury, by.  hiding in 
basements as the houses 
above them were destroyed. 
In nearby Greenland, a 
senior citizens' home suf- 
ferod extensive damage and 
a number of residents uf- 
fered minor injuries. 
Manitoba Hydro reported 
that transmission li es were 
down in the Ste. Anne area 
and many residents were 
without power. 
Manitoba Telephoue said 
late Monday several rural 
customers were without 
service in the tornado area 
Premier Rene Levesque and service would not be. 
saidinhislaangurniaddrass• re tored until today. March, 
opening :~the;:ussembly~iastl :~ i : . :  ~! ! : 
February that he wanted the ,, 
bill passed by the June " 
recess. J 
' In debate Monday, Far- q 
nund Lalonde (1,-- 
Murguerito-Bourgcoys ) 
described a~ a "built-in- 
guillotine" a prol~sed ~,0-' 
hour limit on committee q 
study of any future law 
which would, require ap- 4 
proval by a roferenddm be- 
fore it came, into force. 
Although the bill is q 
primarily designed to lay the ' 
ground work far Queboc's 
t~.ferenclam on in. 
• dependence, it would permit 
referendums on any issue q 
chesen by the government. I  
also provides for passage of 
bills requiring approval by 
the eleetomts" before they 
become law. 
• class travel privileges. 
They tentatively set strike 
action for 3 a.m. EDT next 
Monday, June 26. 
In Ottawa, federal Labor 
Minister John Munro said he 
wanted to study .the situation 
thoroughly to determine the 
positions of both sides before 
deciding whether to in- 
tervene personally in the 
dispute. 
Munro was to meet with 
aides today' before'an-  
neuncing a decision. 
The strike, which would be 
the first ever for CAI,PA 
over a contract, would 
eaincide with the end of 
Quebec's St. JcanBaptiste 
holiday weekend and the 
• peak travel period leading 
up to the long July 1 national 
holiday weekend. 
Air Canada normally 
handles about 37,000 
customers a day at this time 
'o f  year. A company 
spokesman said Mendey a 
eantingoncy plan was being 
implemented to try to place 
passengers with other 
airlines where possible, and 
to prepare for a passiblo 
shutdown. 
CONTRACT EXPIRED 
The main issue in the 
dispute is first.class travel 
privileges for the airline's 
1,500 pilots, who have been 
without a "contract since' the 
end of January. 
In 1971, the pilots received 
a letter of intent from Kent 
Davis, then Air Canada's 
vicepresident for flight 
operations, confirming that 
flight crews would fly t int 
class when travelling to an 
assignment orcoming home 
from one. 
CALPA contends that the 
airline acted illegally in 
1977, when it 
the union is willing to wait 
until Sunday night before 
issuing a final strike order. 
Air Canada, for its part, 
expressed "dismay that its 
pilots would consider 
striking over the issue of 
first-class flying privileges." 
CAN'T AGREE 
A conciliation com- 
missioner recommended 
recently that the two parties 
submit the dispute over 
deadheading to an arbi- 
trator. The parties agreed to 
do this, but could not agree 
whether to negotiate the hal. 
anco of the contract while 
the arbitrator isstudying the 
dispute. 
The company insists 
negotiations for a new 
contract should continue 
while the matter is under 
arbitration, but the pilots 
refuse to consider ar- 
bitration within the context 
of the current negotiations. 
They contend it would 
prejeudico their bargaining 
position. 
A Dobermann Pinscher 
saved the.life of one of its 
new.horn pups, born upside 
down and unconscious. The 
Dobormann shook the puppy 
and gnawed on its chest until 
the puppy began breathing. 
UP TO 
25% 
(per  annum return)  
Real Estate 
Investment 
secured by residential 
income property $5,000 
minimum investment• 
We will be visiting your 
city to arrange an ap- 
pointment. Call: Sam 
Allman - 112-872-8586• 
GREEN ACRES 
REALTY LTD. 
VERSATILE .  
Here's a dual-purpose motorcycle to lit almost 
any.one's needs. Motocross features and design 
make the DT100 at home in rugged off-road 
terrain. Fully street legal, too, so it's great 
around town. Not a mini, but smaller than a 
full-size Endure, the DT100 is the little bike 
that's just right. 
TOOVEY SERV ICE 
:lq Dealer Llcence No. 02013A 6: 
HI.! 
6 year old warns Get the paper delivered for only 
of school f i re  ! • $3.00 a month (½ once for 
I~NGI~Y,B .C .  (CP) - - te l l inghar teachar .Weowoa ) pensiOners) to your door early School officials credit six- let to this little girl. ,, 
• ycurold Lori Viani with "Theme. could easily bavo 
preventing a tragedy I" every mormng Monday when fire destroyed been a tragedy, but the children and Staff were very 
the West Langley Ele- orderly and the entlre schcol 
mentary School in this was evacuaied in seconds," • " 
Fraser Valley community, said Sampson.' ' 
The girl saw flames in an . , 
u~o]r l  .emPtyclessrcomandruahedto tell her teacher. As .the in"Firedrllinar°earried°Utschool everywhere--and I ~' " Read the local news w/th your pl blazequiddysprexdthrough th i s t imo i t res l l ypa ld 'o l t . "  ) . 
an  s thethnber- f roraedbni ld ing,  hesaid."Evarythingwentas mora ine  co f fee /  
the 160 pupils and 10 staff it should," J k:  
I'm Pat 
your  loca l  d i s t r ibutor  
for Kifimat. 
i! 
ii' 
k4 
The Liberai leader said the 
new act had no provisions to 
wrest control of the timber 
from the companies, 'as 
recommended in 1978 by the 
royal commission into the 
forest industry headed by 
Dr. P//•7~er Psarsc. 
~Vaterland said that in 1948 
and 1952/Gibson Brothers 
Logg ing- -operated  by 
Gibson's  father- -sold oil 
s t r ike  
VANCOUVER {CP) - -  A 
spokesman for the Service, 
Office and Retail Workers 
Union of Canada (SORWUC) 
said Monday the federal 
labor ministry has appointed 
three conclilatien officers to 
particlpato in negotiations 
members escaped to safety. 
Main part of the school 
was destroyed. No damage 
estimate has been made. 
'Arson is suspected. 
"It was a miracle no.one 
was injured," said Dr. Lm 
Sampson, •distr ict schools 
superintendent. 
"Lori spatted the flames 
and didn't waste a second 
"It was a real blaze and it 
spread very fast. I f  the 
children hadn't got out whm 
they did they could easily 
have been trapped... 
Pupils at the school were 
given the rest of'the day off 
and can•expect to have their 
summer • vacation start 
early. 
4 mommg coffee J 
' Eor your classified ads,. coming 
ii events, notices or local news just 
carl me... , 
4k vast forest holdings to the by. the union to secure  P 
Taimlscompany, wh ich ls  collective agronmente for Highways denies II Pat Zelinski at controll~d by the East henkemployeec.. . ) ' 
Asiatic Comimny, whichin However, Jaekie Ain- 
return is controlled by. the sworth said the union will go 
Daninhroyalfamily.  ahead wi thameet lngth is  accident blame I! "That member has a Sunday to plan a atrike in the 
double standard," the British Columbia' banking 
minister said. "It's OK for industry in the wnet cou- ~, . ~ ,~ ,  ~ ,dh , .  ~ ~ Im mmmm 
hij family dec become 
w~althy trading in Crown 
assets, Crown resources, but 
it's terrible iltho samo thing 
happens, through 
acquisitions by other 
companies." . • 
Gl~on was spsaki~ at a 
school graduation in 
North Vancouver and was 
net available to comment oa 
the  , Charge, TOUGH 
PROVISIONS" 
Water/and said the new 
bi!! ~ontains ~ugh 
ciliation efforts end in 
failure. 
She said the IM~ur ministry 
appointed Archie Mac- 
Donald to the Bank of 
Mentrcul, Mike Collins to the 
Bank of Commercd and Don 
Crabbe to the Bank of 'Nova 
Scotia. 
SORWUC had applied to 
the labor mir, ktry in May for 
the appointment of con. 
olllation officers to the three 
banks where the union is 
certified. 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  The 
British Columbia highways 
minktry, will probably ap- 
peal a B,C, Supreme Court 
decision that it was partially. 
to blame for a fatal car 
accident in 1974' in North 
Vancouver, 
Robert Harvey, deputy 
highways minister, aald 
'Monday he expects his 
ministry to appeal the ruling 
by Justice J. G. Ruttan that a 
ear wont over a median and 
landed on top of another ear 
because the'IS-inch median 
dividing the highway was too 
law, 
Joseph Ms/at of West Van- 
ccuver was killed in the acci- 
dent. His wife, Tonka Ms/at, 
was loft a quadripleglo and 
his daughter, Samalynne, is
paralyzed from the waist 
down, Two other daughters 
received minor inJuriss,nA 
lawyer acting for the family 
said they are. seeking 
damages of more than $1 
million, 
' ' f i l  
, . [ , ,  632-2747 
rq  
)4 
)4 
)4 
), 
), 
), 
k, 
:HOURS 7 -9  a .m.  3 -5  p ,m.  , 
3 i ¸  
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Baby 
hooked 
LONDON (Reuter) - -  A 
childiens British couple were 
so anxious to have a baby 
they hired a prostitute to be 
artiflcelly inseminated by 
the husband, a London court 
was told Tuesday. 
But the plan miscarried: 
the prostitute gave birth to a 
baby boy, which reformed 
her, and she decided to keep 
the baby. 
A Judge ruled Tuesday that 
she could keep the baby. He 
said he was satisfied the 
woman was no longer a 
prostitute and would not 
revert to prostitution. The 
judge went on to say the! 
~aby had changed her life. 
However, he ordered that 
:he boy, who now is ene year 
~Id, should never be told the 
:iroumstances of his birth. 
the names of those involved 
~n the case were not 
nevealed. 
Military 
druggers 
WAsHINGTON (AP) --  
Representetive L ster Wolff 
(Dem. N.Y.) told President 
Carter today that nine per 
cmt of the U.S. troops in 
Europe are incapacitated by
hard-drug abuse. 
"He was impressed with 
the information we gathered 
and was deeply concerned 
about it," said Wolff, who 
heads the House of 
Representat ives selec 
committee on narcotics 
abuse and control. "The 
president has indicated he 
will take steps with the 
secretary of dofence to try 
and solve this problem." 
He said about 27,000 U.S. 
soldiers in Europe are using 
bard drugs and that this 
repre~mts he equivalent of 
two divisiohs. 
~In addition, about 40 per 
cent of the troops in Europe 
use marijuana, he said. 
Wolff said the problem's 
roots are similar to those 
which caused drug .abuse 
among U.S. troops in Viet- 
nom: idle off.duty time, lack 
of clear understanding of the 
military mission involved 
and the availability of drugs. 
Kingston attempts female team to get boot from Henley regatta 
By BRUCE LEVETY 
LONDON (CP) - -  
Tradition and the British 
way of life are taking heavy 
fire these days-- but there 
are signs of counterattack. 
For instance, stewards of 
the Henley royal regatta 
have banned the Kingston 
Rowing Club entry in the 
double sculls Challenge Cup seen with increasing READY TO FIGHT 
this year. One of the longest- frequency in cricket, to the Bounding into the lists with 
established clubs in the extent where batting bel- venom-tipped lance, in 
country, Kingston had st- mete have appeared at the defence ofn"everything 
tempted to sneak in a team highest level of the game. traditionally British," is Sir 
of girls. And now, the Labor par- Douglas Bader, famed 
Bouncers-the British ty's home policy committee legless fighter pilot of the 
equivalent of the North proposes the abolition of fox- Second World War. 
American baseball brush- hunting, hare coursing, "We are already offended 
backorbuanball-aveheing bengling and stag hunting, bx the Rugby Union com- 
mentator who referce3e 
syz;etre line when he means 
the 26-yard line," he writes 
in the Daily Express. 
"Rugby football was born 
in England. 
"Golf courses now are 
being mcasurednin metres. 
'Golf originated inScotland." 
Sir Douglas doesn't want 
Rh conflict potemial fate for Florida fetus" 
flett's, fatal in the case of an infant 
Ddcto~s said Mrs. Shif- with an Rh negative mother. 
chance of survival ff labor flett's Rh negative blood is Mrs. Shlfflett and her hue- 
were induced and it were destroying red cells in the band, William, 26, arrived 
dellvered now. fctns's Rh positive blood, here Sunday with Dr. 
Dr. Ernest Ferrell, Mrs. The Rh factor Is determined Ferrell, on a Jet provided by 
• Shiflett'a Florida physician, by heredity. Rh positive Seaboard  Coast Line 
said the transfu~ien must be blood contains ant i cs .  Rh Railroad• 
dononolatertbanteday, and negative blood produces The airpiane and about 
a second will be needed antibodies against the an- $1,~0o in donations to hdp 
before labor can be induced Ugens, and that factor can be pay for the operation were 
in about four weeks, contributed in reapmme to 
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP). Her unborn child would 
A U-week.old fetus within have only a five-pur-cent 
the womb will die without a 
delicate blood transfusion. 
Its Rh positive blood is being 
destroyed by its mcthar's Rh 
negative blood. 
In an operation today, 
doctors will try to make the 
fetus's blood compatible 
with its mother's by in- 
surfing a needle through the 
Prince 
declines 
LONDON (AP) --  Prince 
Charles has refused an in- 
uterine wail to inject 50 to 100 A hospital spokesman said 
cubic centimetres of "good Monday that the operation 
blood" into the fetus, sa id  takes unly a few miantes. 
spokesmen at Norton.Chil- Doctors will know shortly 
drens Hospital. alter the operatien whether 
The mother, Katherine it is a saecess, spokesmen 
Shlfflett, 22, of Jacksonville, said. 
Fla., was given blood tests BLOOD CONFLICT8 vitatlen to the wedding of 
and ultrasound tests Menday The fetus is threatmed by Princess Caroline of Monaco 
to determine the exact conflict between Rh factors next week. 
location of the fetus, in its blood and Mrs. Shlf- A spokesman at 
Rubber against leukemia 
WASHINGTON "(Renter) 'He said the compounds 
- -  The Goodyear Tire and under study are all made by 
Rubber "Co. has said that complex chemistry and are 
certain chemical compounds used in the tire induetry to 
used in the production of its keep ruble, from 
tires appear to be cancer- deteriorating or to speed up 
fighting agents, chemical reactions in the 
Goodyear's vice-president manufacture of rubber prod- 
of research, Dr. Richard nets. 
Waller, said in a statement 
that the National Cancer Goodyear and other such 
Institute told the company companies have been in- 
that Some of its chemicals volved for several years in a 
have re~rded certain types Cancer Institute scrsening 
of leukemia nd tumors in program that tests industrial 
labornteryanimals, chemical compounds fr 
"Our compounds have not possible use as cancer- 
yet been tested on human flghtingagento.Thcreisalso 
bein~sanditiastlil tooearly evidence that chemicals 
to concludewhether they will used in the rubber and 
rsachtheelinicalstage'"Dr, plastics industry can cause his activities, engagements 
Waller said. c~s4aln types of taGGer, and duties fur the next six 
III WASHINGTON '(A]P)'-- 
-I- ~ -~" .,, " . President Carter and his 
wlfeRosalynnwillvtsit West 
I 1 ! /~1/ .P~~K~[P '~( I~~ M"~%~/I •Germany in mid-July. 
" ;n  the 14th I, ~( !  wn *"~T ~e n~-'~sed~'~l~l;~'~;~O~ ' TheywmhesunstaofGer- 
the latest fashions in dress and hair styles, man President Walter 
Soheel, 'July 14 and 15, the 
White House announced 
... Ter race  sc rubbers  
PHONE 
(O) 5-658O 
• (H) 5-5647 
(O) 5-7144 
(H) 
(O) 5-6511 
5-2171 
5-4410 
5-4911 
5-7282 
5-1237 
5-2211 
5-7489 
5-2745 
5.4984 
5-6245 
5-6857 
(I-l) 5-2O72 
8-1131 
5-595O 
5-9443 
(H) 5.2698 
(O) 5-7167' 
5-6231 
5-7117 
,(H) H640 
5-2856 
(o) 5.6318 
reach  52 
Scrub softball has taken Terrace by sierra. The portkan-participation hasthe, dlstine, 
five bonour of being the fastest growing local sport, especlaliy far WOrking pmlounel. 
There are SZ teams in the Terrace scrub league so it's Impossible' to remember aH of 
the team representatives, well here they are: 
5-6822 
TEAM 
Pohie Lumber 1 
Fianing Tractor 
Bytown Diesel 
Northwest Commanity College 
Osbeurne Guest Home 
Twin River Mixed 
R.C.M.P. 
Houldens Hero's 
Credit Union 
B.C. Hydro -District 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
McEwan G.M. 
Totem Ford 
Camon- Freightways 
Brown Sex 
Bank of Montreal. 
Overwaitea 
Legion 
B.C. Forest Service 
Auto Marine Electric 
Bank of Commerce 
RoyalBank 
Skeanavtow Lodge 
Alliance Church 
T.K.O.'s 
C.P. Air 
I. 0. Foresters 
Safeway 
C.E.I.C. (Manpower) 
L.D.S. Church 
Twin River Timber 
Skcena Auto Metal 
Elker AutoSupply 
Terrace Old Timers Hockey 
Terrace CoOp 
Canadian Ski-Patrol 
Skeana Forest Products 
Thornhlil Fire Dept. 
Terrace Herald 
Don Hull& Sons 
Post Office 
Bank of Nova Scotia 
C.F.T.K. Blues 
' Kermode Friendship Centre 
Dept. of Highways No. 1 
Dept. of Highways No. ! 
Blue Boys 
Hillbillies 
"Terrace Hotel 
Terrace Basketball 
Heavy Duty Operators 
Pohle Lumber B Team 
TYPE 
mend 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
men8 
mens -
mixed 
mixed 
mess 
mixed - 
men8 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mens 
mixed 
mem 
mixed 
mixed 
n~xed 
mens 
mixed 
mixed 
menn 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
men8 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
mixed 
mens 
mixed 
CONTACT 
Bob Black 
Ken Grange 
GlmLindsay 
Dick Kllborn 
Chris Robinson 
Rick Llewellyn 
Tom Marvin 
Mike Clarabut 
Richard Balm 
Shirley Hidbar 
Howard Cbafin 
Edl~Ung 
LloydMcKay 
David Socharoff 
Shaunce Kndaselbrink 
Art Hlusbak 
KmTiteomb 
MarkWilson 
Earl Hanoford 
Larry Bockley 
Km Austin 
Bill Don 
Kml~rson 
BobTtedJe 
Keith Klimko 
Dave Dennk 
JoeWideman 
Debl Pelleticr 
Will Herons 
DorlTurner 
Greg Mankinnon 
Mike Balfour 
Doug Clarke 
FLip Cervo 
RaiWaselenak 
Walter Elkiw 
Rick Jones 
AI Westbrook 
Dan Morrison 
JeeZak 
Ben Stronple 
Laurie Mallett 
Lloyd Hull 
Shells Shalash 
Doug Johnson 
Gord Bailey 
Jeanne McNeil 
WayneSchappel 
DonSchader 
Ray Lachance 
NCIl McDonald 
Robert Brown 
Bob Finiay 
Jcyce Findiay 
, BlakeDavis 
5.6322 
(0) 5.?3O6 
(O) 5-7139 
, (H) 5-662O 
5-7445 
Buckingham Palace said 
today the prince has :'a very 
full work load and could not 
find the time to go." 
Caroline, el, daughtcr of 
Prince Rainier and Princess 
Grace, was once tipped as a 
possible bride fur Charles, 
who will be 30 in November. 
She is marrying French 
businessman Philippe Junot, 
17 'years .ber senior. 
The palace comment 
followed news media 
inquiries after early editions 
of ~the tabloid Daily Mirror 
said Charles had "snubbed" 
the Ralniurs. It said that 
when the wedding takes 
place, Charles will be at a 
meeting which "could not be 
postponnd"-meating with 
his private secretary to plan 
Monday. 
Carter has said .he will 
atknd an economic summit 
meeting in Bonn, July 16 and 
17, with leaders from Japan 
and several European 
countries. 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) 
- -  Television perso.uallty 
Hugh Downs is the 'new" 
chairihan of the" U.S. 
Committee for the United 
Nations Children's Fund 
(UNICEFL 
Downs, whowas host of the 
NBC-TV Today show for nine 
years, now is host of the 
Weekly ABC-TV 20-20 show 
and the daily PBS-TV 
program Oyer Easy. 
DOYLESTOWN, Pa. (AP) 
- -  Actrass-camedienoe Judy 
Came, recovering from a 
neck fracture, has been 
removed from the serious 
condition list at Doylestown 
Hespi.tal, and is in fair 
condition, said Judith 
Chapman, a n~ming 
supervisor. 
Miss Came may be trans~ 
furred to the neurological 
division of Temple 
University Hospital, which 
handles neck fracture vic- 
tims, Chapman said Mon- 
day. There are no signs of . 
paralysis or neurological' 
• problems, the hospital had 
said earlier. 
news reports in Florida- 
about the couple, who have 
no medical insurance. 
Doctors aid the total cost of 
saving theboby might rnn as 
high as ~lo,0o0. 
Dr. John Quecnon, head of 
obstetrics at Norton- 
Childrens Hospital and 
chairman of the department 
of obstetrics and gynecology 
at the University of 
Louisville, is donating his 
services far the operation. 
Shifflett, a carpenter, 
recently lost his job while 
taking his wife to hospitals 
and caring for a five-year- 
old daughter. But he says he 
now has several Job offers 
waiting for him in Florida. 
"This is the kind of thing 
you read about in the 
newspaper," Mrs. Shlfflett 
said. "It doesn't seem like it 
is happening to us." 
(0) 5-2218 
(H) 5.5091 
(H) 5-5599 
(O) 5-6347 
(H) 5-3516 
(H) 5-5764 
(H) 5-4635 
5-694O 
(H) 8-8374 
(0) 5.2261 
(O) 5-6316 
5-4906 
5..6585 
5-7641 
5-66o2 
(0) 5-7O66 
5.2697 
5-2697 
5-9O68 
Vance promises more 
"cooperation " in  cold war 
WASHINGTON (AP) - -  
While appealing to the 
Russians in President 
Carter's behalf ar greater 
co-operntion, U.S. State 
Secretary Cyrus Vance is 
outlining the ad- 
minktration's strategy for 
thwart~ the Soviet-Cubun 
challenge in Africa. 
He describes that strategy 
as "a positive course flat 
will result in a situation in 
which the various (African) 
countries involved will ask 
thcoe who are there now to 
leave." 
Vance gave a preview of. members who said they were 
the administration's new confused and concerned 
focus on Africa .in an ap- 
poarance Monday before the 
House of Reprnsmtativns 
international  relat lodl  
committee in which he 
so~t  to dkpol the idea that 
the administration has 
reverted to a cold war ap- 
preach in dealing with the 
Russians. 
Thebasis of U.S. policy, he 
told the committee, co-- 
tlnnes to be a search for 
"areas of coopcratien" with 
the Russians. He nald that 
,we hope to see some 
reciprocal  action, on the 
oth~ "side." : ,.'i, " "' 
DEPENDS ON AFRICA 
In Africa, be said, U.S. ac- 
tions will he founded on "the 
African perceptiun that we 
see them and their problem 
in their own terms, and not 
as an arena for. East-West 
differences." 
• Vance was expocied to ex- 
pond on these themes today 
in a policy speech before a 
Jayceas convention in  
Atlantic City, N:J. 
In his appearance before 
the House enmmlttee, Vance 
said the administration 
proposes to hasten the ouster 
of Russian and Cuban fereas 
through expanded economic 
and military aid to needy 
African countries, provided 
with respect for their in- 
dependence, while avoiding 
turning the continent into an 
arena for conflict between 
the superpowers. 
"Our task is to create the 
circumstances thut make 
their (the Russian-Cubun) 
IS'seance there no longer 
justifiable," Vance said. 
LAWMAKERS CONFUSED 
His House testimony was 
in response to n letter to 
Carter from committee 
about U.S. policy in recent 
months, particularly by 
tatements by some ad- 
min is t ra t ion  o f f ic ia ls  
suggesting a touihur llne 
toward Moscow. 
The letter coincided with 
publicatian of a lengthy and 
strongly worded article in 
the Soviet. Communist party 
newspaper Pravda which 
accused the United States of 
sesking to Wohm relations 
by edopting policy clmngus it
termed "dangerous "to the 
cause of pence." 
A key point raised daring 
the Hlve-an.d-lake session 
with Vance was the charges 
by Cart~'s national security 
adviser, Zbigniew Br- 
Zestnnki, that Cubans bad 
trained the Katangan in- 
vadurs of Zalre last month-- 
a claim questioned by 
several lawmakers and 
denied by  President Fidsl 
Castro. 
Vance said there was 
"general agreement" within 
the administration on the 
Cuban training role although 
there had been "some 
disagreement" on whether 
Cubans actually crossed the 
Angola border into Zalre 
with the Katangan rebels. - -  
undercover warrants 
• VANCOUVER (CP)RCMP 
and Vancouver police have 
issued warrants for the 
arrest of 160 persons as a 
result of a Joint undercover 
operation that began in 
October, 1977, RCMP In- 
spoctor Lea Holmes said to- 
day. ' 
Vancouver polte~ In- 
spector Sld Devrie~ said 
about 25 persons have been 
arrested and another seven 
we~ in custody. 
Holmes~ said f ive 
separate chargus--211 for 
tr~dficking in heroin, three 
for possession of heroin for 
the purpose of irafftcldng, 
two for trafficking in cocaine 
and 23 for trafficking in 
"soft" drugs. 
Holmes said the operation 
penetrated virtually all 
levels of drug distribution, 
ranging frnm the multi. 
ounce dealer to the street 
trafficker. 
un- "The operations represent 
MinsCarnewas injured in dercover operators were a major police offensive 
unantoaccidsntlastwcekin used in the lnvestigalinr, ugaimt the drng trade," said 
suburban Philadelphia. which has resulted in ~9 Holmes.. 
Sadat fires ambassador critic 
LISBON (Renter) --  
Egypt's ambass'ador to 
Portugal today challenged 
President Anwar Sadat to 
appear before an inter- 
notional or/ntar-Arab com- 
mittee to answer his accusa- 
tions against Sadat. 
Go~eral Soad Shasli,' sum. 
pended from his post 
Monday and ordered to 
return to Cairo, said in an 
interview that'the committee 
could, meet in Calm or 
anywhere lse. 
But he said. he would not 
return to Cairo without 
guarantees that he would he 
able to state his case and not 
be arrented. Tile 50-year-old 
ambasm~lor, Who was ar- 
reed fo'~es chief of staff 
during ~ 1973 Arab-Israeli 
war, reJ~ted acensattons'by 
the semi-official Cah'o 
newspaper AI.Ahram that he 
was selling himself to 
Egypt's enemies. 
"My decision was ab- 
selute]y pexso/tal and had 
nothing to do with anyone 
else," he said when told the 
newspaper had referred to 
Syria and Libya. He said the 
same applied to Algeria, 
mentioned in some other 
repom. 
"Of course I expected all 
this," Shezll added. "They 
want 'the victim to glorify .the 
oppreasar. 
"What I weald like to know 
is what all these employees. 
will say after the (all of 
Sadat." 
WOULD MI~ET SADAT 
Shazli said he was ready.to 
discuss with President Sodat 
his charges that the present 
Egyptian regime is no better 
than the former dic- 
tatorships in Portugal and 
SpairL 
"I am ready to go to Cairo 
and repeat my charges on 
radio and television and in 
the newspapers, a~d I defy. 
him to allow this. / 
"I am accusing Sodat of 
telling incorrect stories in 
his memoirs. I am Willing to 
accept the sort of committee 
I have suggested so it can 
find out who is right and who 
is wro.ug." 
"I am g~ing to clear up 
here and prepare to leave. 
When I decide to do so I shall 
leave for an Arab country. 
where mY ideas are in 
a~mt  with others." 
We're 
Listed 
Here/ 
metrlcation, he wants the imperial gallon; in 
britain to get out of the ounces, pounds, stones and 
European Economic hund/~eights."  
Community and he yearns He saves his most biting 
for the return of the old criticism for the EEC: 
monetary system. "We, 'the British ~eople, 
NOSTALGIC RECALL • ,, ~ ,  , _ ,  ,k. , . . , ,  . resent being governed by the 
• ..• . ,~  ,w ,  ~ , : : , , : .~,  privileged, overpaid, tax- 
m.e mree-pen.n.y u.z.t,ntne free, self -perpetuating 
sixpe~oo-- tramuonany put bureaucrats in Brussels. 
into our plum puddings at 
Christmas--the florin and ,,Wewishtorevertobeing 
the half-crown. British, to have sixpences in 
"We are now being told to our Christmas puds, to 
use foreign weights and continue to drink a pint of 
measures Whv~ beer, to run a hundreds • • , .  j o  , * 
"'Because it's better for yards and drive at 60 miles 
trade? Nonsense. Tor" an hour." 
centuries Britain was one of He sums up Britain's six 
the greatest trading nations years of EEC membership: 
in the world. .Always we "We have learned that 
dealt in pounds, chilllngsand Britain is best. Let's keep it 
pence; in pints, quarts and that way." 
Armenia keeps faith 
despite USSR 
By SETH MYDANS pushed forward to kiss the 
ECHMIADZIN, U.S.S.R• pri#sts' hands. 
(AP) - -  Not far from where Not all are believers, me 
the Bible says Noah landed 
his ark, the Cathedral of 
Echmiadzin remains the 
• centre of a bustling religious 
enmmunity in the officially 
atheist Soviet RopubHc of 
Armenia. 
"The knot that ties all 
Armenians together," a 
priest described the 
cathedral in an interview 
• within sight of Mount Ararat, 
where some believe Nceh'a 
Ark came to rest following 
the Great Flood of the Old 
Testament. 
The cathedral, seat of the 
Armenian Orthodox Church,• 
forms the focal point for 
about five million ethnic 
Armqnians around the 
world~ More than 500,000 
Armenians live in the United 
States, and many make 
piigrimmages to  Ech- 
mladzin. Some even return 
permanently, becoming 
citizens of the Soviet Unins. 
One year after Christ was 
crucified, two of his 
disoiples, Bartholomew and 
Thaddens (Jude), came to 
'Armenia to  spread the 
gospel, and died as martyrs. 
But by the year 301 Ar- 
mmia had been converted, 
and became the first country 
to adopt Christianity as its 
offlcial rellBion. 
PROP,~EGANDA HURT8 
ToSky the church forms a 
striking" contrast with' the 
remnants of the Russian 
Orthodox" Church, where 
re l~m has ~dthered in the 
face of the Soviet Union's 
atheist propaganda. 
On a recent Sunday, Ech- 
mladzin, one of 35 func- 
tioning Armenian churches 
far a population of about 
three million, was crammed 
with worshippers, and its 
.grounds bad a holiday air. 
Family groups Izzed for 
photogrupha nd crowds 
young Armenian said, but all 
held the church in 
respect, and recognize the 
priests as godly men. 
The church's patriarch, 
Vazgen I, has estimated that 
twothirds of 60,000 children 
born each year in Armenia 
are baptized. 
• Among the families posing 
for pictures wore groups 
holding lambs with red 
ribbons around their necks-- 
offerings, made with the 
bleasing of the primts, to 
give thanks for marriages, 
births, answered prayers or 
recovery from illness• 
FROM PAGAN RITE 
The rite, known in Ar- 
menian as Maiakb, is a 
holdover from the animal 
sacrifice of pagan re/islam 
of pre-Christian times, but 
has been incorporated into 
the ritual of the Armenian 
Orthodox Church. Even noo- 
believers practise it. 
Despite the vigor and 
wealth of the Armenian 
church, the you~ Armenian 
said, atheist propaganda and 
the stigma a.gainst religion 
in Communist party-run 
organizations are taking 
their toll. . 
"it's sad, but bit by bit 
religion ia dtsappesrlng from 
the land," he said. ."Most 
young people are not 
,believers,..a.pd. : I~..~ not a 
: buuew'~o l~-  , ' • ,  .~ 
; Heiaaid h6Va6d:SLS:con - 
temporaries have' grown up 
in a society where the church 
is like a decorative part of 
life. 
"We have too late realized 
that we are missing a very 
, important, very pure part of 
life," he said• 
Peop le  have be l ieved  
that small gems left in 
the  ground would grow. 
FOR PRIVATE USE OR BUSINESS 
AUTOVEST 
Before you buy, InvsMIpte the advantspea of this rent" 
to-own plan. All monies paid apply to purdlase.. Why 
fie up your cash or borrowing power. 1st and l id  
months rent end drive sway. 
EXAMPLES 
Based on 35 month lease 
re P 2so plckupJ 70 Ecunoline Van 78 C 100 Chev p~ 
S14L00 per month J Sl35.00 per month S129.00 per monfli 
lease end price I lean end ice lease end price 
S2,175.00 I ' pr S1,975.00 $1,1175.00 . 
or simplY return| or simplY return or simply return 
78 Camera HTi 70 Zephyr .~M:n 78 Dodge Vsn 
$13L00permonthl $124.00per month $129.00per month 
lease end price I lease end price lease end price 
$2,025.00 ! SIA2S.OO $1,e75.00 
or simplY return! or simply return ~ si.mpiy return 
78 Fiesta 3 dr. 78 FI50 4 x 4 I 78 aids Cutlass 
$~.00 per month $155.00 per month J S13%00 per month 
lease end price lease end price R lease end price 
SI400.00 $2,275.00 I S2,025.00 
or simply ret0rn m" simply returo J or simply return 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
CALL  LARRY HAYES-  R ICHARDS 
CeLL  ECT 987-7111 
- BELMONT LEASING LTD. 
1140 MARINE DRIVE 
NORTH VANCOUVER, B.C.D.00479A 
.,Business 
Not listed in our 
8.0, Tel D ireotory. 
WATER LILY BAY. RESORT. 798.2267 .~ 
/ ! i  
TERRACE. VETERINARY MEDICAL CENTRE. 63S-3300 i 
BOYDS BODY SHOP / ' ' • 635-9410 ~ :
GEMINi EXCAVATING • r 635-3470 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DALLY  HERALD 
If you wish your Business Phone 
l isted for your  customers please cal l  636.6357 
/ 
i t f 
Queen's plate for 
Overskate, 
By MIKE RUTSEY Colonel U, which ran away 
IDRONTO (CP) -- The from the field to win the 
mme~us i that Overakate, Marine Stakes by 12 lmgths 
• a diminutive three-ycar.old May 13, then followed up his 
owned by Jack Stafford of cenvinci~ victory with a 
: .King, Ont., will be the one to .2½-length victory in the 
,; beatinthe19?Sverstonoftho Toronto CUp. 
Queen's Plate, to be run The Torento Cup victory 
• Saturday at Woodbine race was May 27. He hasn't raced 
track, since. 
"Yea, he'a not what you'd Rumor had it Lucky 
eldloeeofthebil~eethorsen ColonelS. had developed 
around," trainer Gel tendon problems, an af- 
Rowntree said Monday. "I'd fiiction not cenducive, to 
a~muhe would weigh only winning the Plate. 
tgo6 poonds. But the big Other horses likely to ha 
thing about his colt is the entered but bothered by 
eke of his heart." 
The average three-year- 
old °weighs about 1,000 
pounds. 
Oversknte, is the favorite 
to win the 1978 Plate 
altlmugh e has won.Just one 
four races during the 1978 By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
season.~As a two- You ean fncl all of the slug- 
yem'-old, the son of Nodouble gare some of the time, but 
won three of seven outings not all of the sluggers all of 
and ~u-ned $117,0~0. the time. 
'Ink yeai" Oversknte didn't George Scott, Boston Red 
get into ~ gear until his" Sox first baseman, had gone 
last outing when he won ~he 
Trlal Stakes, on June 11 bya 
S~Imgth margin. 
"In his 6arller races he 
was ennced~ welSht o the 
etk~'s," Rowntree said. "He 
p'ovnd he can handle the 
welSht (~  ]zamde, which 
every harse will carry in tha 
Plate) in the Trial and as a 
two-year-old in the 
• Coronation." OVERSlLqTE 
PEAJ(ING 
While Overskate appears 
to be peek~ at the right 
/time the same can not he 
mid for his rivals. About 12 
k)nen are expected torun In 
the Plate. 
A month ago the hat horse your favor. Sooner or later, 
ean~ into the Plate was you're going to make Con- 
Corm Smythe'a Lucky tact." 
Bonnycastle's Pleasur, 
Bent. 
La Voysgeuse, the upset 
• winner . of,  Saturday's 
Canadian Oaks and 
• L'Azelane, Levesque'a * top 
three-year-old filly who fin- 
ished second in the Oaks, are 
outside starters. 
High Roller, owned by Roy 
Kehnedy and Joe lndlg and 
ridden by Avelino Gome~, 
appears to be Overshate's 
chief rivalSaturday. . 
High Roller has started 
just three times this year, 
with his best outing asecond- 
injuries are E.P. Taylor'a place finish in the Toronto 
Regal Embrace and Dick Cup--a race on the turf. 
American League rivals 
battle make contact •'' 
down on strikes 'his first 
three times up against New 
York Yankee pitching 
Monday night. Then came 
the eighth inning. 
But in the eighth inning the 
Boomer finally lived up to. 
his nielmame, smashing a 
tiebreaking single that 
triggered a six-run rally and 
started the Red Sex to a 10.4 
victory. 
The meeting was the first 
o( the 1978 season fer the 
rivals of the American 
League East Division. 
"When you strike "out hree 
times in a row," said Scott, 
"the law of averages is in 
Regional golf, 
In other American Leagu 
games, Oakland A's edge( 
Texas 'Rangers 2-1; Kansas 
City Roya ls  nipped 
Cleveland Indians 6-5 and 
Seattle Mariners beal 
Chicago White Sex 7-4. In the 
only National League game, 
Chicago Cubs trimmed 
Pittsburgh Pirates 6-4 in 10 
innings. '- 
Carlton Fisk, who keyed a 
thres-ran fourth inning with 
a single, started Boston's 
gamebreakiug ei hth with a 
double off the wall against 
• reliever Rick Goesage. Fred 
Lynn was walked in- 
tentionally to bring up Scott. 
The big slugger fouled off a 
bunt attemlR and then 
singled to centre, scoring 
Fiak to snap a 4.4 tia 
Dwight Evans sacrificed 
and Butch Hobaon walked, 
tilling the bases. "Rick 
Bm'leaon singled, acorin~ 
Lynn, with Scott also coming 
around as' right fielder 
Reggie Jackson bobbled the 
hall for an error. P~my 
knocked in Burlesou with a 
, double and Jim Rice, the At, 
RBI lender, brought in Reiny 
play i S ith = o, n m era  inning with a single. 
A's 2 Rangers 1
SmRhers Golf Club on June 17 and 18 was the steve Renko and two relievers combined en a 
scene of a 36 holes medal play. / three-hitler and Jeff 
Mens Zone 9 Championship . Newman hit a tiebreak~ 
Winner- J im Neale (Skeena Valley) - 152 homer in the eighth to lead 
" 163Runner-up - Larry Mac Use (Hirsch Creek) ,  Oakland over Texas and end th~ A's 11-gam.e losing 
streak. The blast broke up a 
Third - John Stephens (Smithers) - 154 pitch~ duel between Reako 
FoUrth- Van~engre  n (Sk~a.  :Va~, ~?- .155  , and,Texas' Jan Matlack~ 
"b~fore yleldln~g to Bob 
Winner - Bill Stepnens (Smlmers) - 152 Lac y, who required rellof 
Runner-up -Layne  Young (Prince Rupert) - haip in the ninth from E~s 
159 
Third - Colin Bruintjes (SmRhers) - 160 
Fourth - Rob Martin (Prince Rupert) - 161 
(Tie)  - Bryan Kaardal  (Pr ince Rupert)  - 161 
In terdub  Championsh ip -  8 man teams,  best  bah 
• 1. K i t imat  - 592 
2. Terrace - 599 -. 
3. Smither s - 6O9 
• 4. Prince Rupert - 625 
5. Houston :658  
The winner, and runner-up in the Zone 
Championships are automatically entered in the 
B.C. Provincial Championships. 
J im Neale and Larry MacLise will be heading 
for Victoria where B.C. Amateur holes will be 
played at Uplands July 19 - 22.  " ' 
Bill Stephens add Layne Young will be playing 
~ in the B.C. Janier (8 and under handicap) July 25 
, /~ .  This will be held at the SeYmour Golf Club in 
North Vancouver,~ 
All four-golfers'will be invited to play in the 
, B.C.G.A. Men and  Junior Invitational Ju ly 29 
and 30, This event is played at two courses .  On 
Ju ly 29 the first 18 holes is played at Squamish 
Va l ley  and on July 30 the tirol 18 holes will be 
played at Qullchena. 
In addition, Colin Buintjis Of Smithers will be 
entered in the B.C. Junior Championship for the 
9-18 Hdcps. This 36 hole event will be played in 
Riehmohd. On Aug. 21 he will play Green Acres 
and on Aug. 22 the final round wiU, be played at 
qutlchena. 
B.C. SUMMER GAMES GOLF TEAM (MALE)  
ZONE 7 QUALIFIERS 
,': 1. Bill StephenS - Smithers 
3. Layne Young - Pr ince Rupert 
, 3. Colin Brulntjes - Smithers 
4. Bryan Kaarda l -  Prince Rupert 
5. Rob  Martin - Pr ince Rupert 
6. Pete Martin - Prince Rupert 
7. Scott Mar leau  - Kitimat ,+ 
8, Steve Kerbrat - Kitimat 
Alternate.. Duncan Ct;ewdis - Kitimat 
The B.C. Summer' Games will be held ' in 
Penticticten on Aug. 17 and Fri. Aug. 18, 18 holes 
per day. The inw four scores per day will count 
towards the team total. The winning zone will be 
the zone having the lowest total score, as  the 
'nnare~ate of the two day 36 hole competition. 
I~ -~ • 
',3146 mi. in2  hours 
!ii:11m two French drivers, Jamsaud,40yearsold(the 
Jean-Pierre Jaussaud and eldest of the Renault Sport 
Didier Piroui, were vic- team) and Pironi,'26 (the 
rot'ions at the 46th claselc.Le youngest), hod a tough time 
'Mass 24.haur ace at the since Jackte Ickx, on a 
wheel of a V6 turbo-charged 
A 442 B Renault Alpine 
featuring a plastic cockpit 
and a 1991cc engine. This is 
, the first win for the A 442 B, 
the+shank of which is the 
same as that of the 19'/7 
vendee whereas the body is 
, ]Wli~or. 
Porsche, was never very far 
behind, Renault set, the pace 
and then broke all existing 
Le Maus records by covering. 
a distance of S,146 miles. 
The winners wm'e thus the 
first competitors' to exceed 
3,0~0 miles since the track 
was modified in 19~3., 
\ 
Snsa. Sees recorded his 10th 
save of the season after 
pitching out of a bases- 
leaded jam in the ninth. 
Royals 6 Indians 
Clint Hurdle drove in one 
nm and scored two mere to 
pace Kansas City over 
• ~ev~land. Hurdle helped the 
Royals overcome a ',2-0 
deficit with a ruascertng 
double in the third inning and 
came home memeats later 
enGoorga Brett's single as 
the Rnyais cored four runs. 
. Muriners 2 White 8ox 4 
Designated hitter Bob 
Robertson'a three-run homer 
capped a five-run .third in- 
ning and paced Seattle over 
,Chicago. Mike Parrott 
allowed only three hits and 
worked the first five innings 
to gain his first major league 
victory, while Jack Kuoek 
took the 10as. 
Cubs 6 Pirates 4 " 
Mauny Trillo's two-run 
double capped a three-run 
rany in the 10th b-dog and 
led Chicago ver Pittsburgh. 
Two Pirate errors opened 
• the door for the Cuba' rally. 
Pinch-hitter Mike •Vail 
reached first when third 
baseman Marie Mendoza 
misplayed his grounder. 
Piunh-runner Rudy Meoli 
moved to  second as  f i r s t  
baseman John Mliner made 
an error ca a sacrifice play 
and eventually came around 
. to score the lle-breakiag mn 
on Larry Biitiner' s double. 
Sports 
Scottish driving ace J im 
Clarke had the roof fall in on 
him 13 years ago today--in 
lo65--in his first entry in the 
Players 200 at Mospert. He 
had to stop at a hairpin bend 
during the first lap to repair 
his ignition and then the 
universal" joint on his Lotus 
broke on the 30th lap and be 
had to retire. England's John 
Surtees won in the record 
time for that time.of two 
~urs, two minutes and 17.6 
ees' ends. ,. ' 
REMEMBER WHEN ... 
After 27 unsuccessful tries, 
Gordon Rlchards finally won 
his first Epsom Derby on Sir 
Victor. Sasseen's celt Pinna 
25 years ago tedsy--in 1955. 
The famous English Jockey, 
who was 49 at the time and 
hassince been knighted, won 
by .four lengths over the 
Queen's horse Aur~le after 
a tirring duel in the stretch. 
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Yar  i PCLh  ght e S' olds m of one-point squeakers " " 
high By THE ASSOCIATED Albuquerque's Jeff Leonard Gulls fended off San Jose Darryl Jones skip through tide PRESS drew a hases-loeded walk his lega. . Missions 7-6 in 11 innings. 
Jerry Tabb and the rest of from Vancouver relief pit- Brad Gulden'a'run-scoring The victory maintained 
by Don Pearson, Custom 
Sports 
The tide this morning was 
low at 8:30 a.m. with .1 ft. 
and high at 2:55 p.nL with 
14.4 ft. 
Douglas Channel fishing in 
beauWul weather yesterday 
showed the tides right now 
are very large so we can 
probably expect more 
Springs to enter the river. 
Spawning Salmon eater a 
river at high tide, this 
enables them to travel quite 
a distance up the river in 
deep water. 
The main ~ why 
Spring will eater the river at 
this time is a combination f 
large tides and a record of 
large fish being caught, 
some right in front of the 
marina. 
Moot hays are' s~lll 
ffovidlng a number of S to 10 
pound feeders with Herdug 
strip and a flasher. 
The strip and flasher 
should be trolled at about a 
thirty foot depth. Herring 
are available at the mouth of 
Gilttoiees Inlet. 
Regional 
Athletics 
Student athletes from your 
area have been selected to 
attend the 1978 Youth 
Development Camp at 
Jericho Hill School in 
Vancouver, July 2 - ~9th. 
Spomored by the B.C. 
Federation ofSchool Athletic 
oua~l ytiens, the sixth an- 
euth Development 
Camp is being held in 
cooperation with the B.C. 
Curling, Bowling, Volleyball- 
and Baskethalt Aesociations. 
The camp Is for student- 
athletes 14 - 15 years of age, 
with participants to the 
camp coming from all parts 
the l~ovince~ They are 
shnsea by each of the 20 
const i tuted athlet ic  
associations making up the 
B.C.F.S.A.A. Outstanding 
coaches will direct the ac- 
tivities. 
This year's camp will be 
held over a four week period 
during the month of July. 
The program will he as 
follows: Boys' and aires' 
Curling, July ~-8; Boys' and 
Girls' Bowling, July 2-8; 
Girls' Volleyball, Julyig-15; 
Boys' Voileyhall, July 16-22; 
Boys' Basketball, July ~-~; 
Attending the camp from 
your area: 
• Curling: lngrid Me~. 
meier, Chris Clifford 
Girk' Volleyball: Anna 
Klein, Susan Janda ~ : .  
Boys' VoUeybaU: 
Swanson 
Boys' Basketball: Marvin 
Kurek 
The Youth Development 
Camp is the most unique. 
school ~ogram of its 
hind'in Canada and has 
become one of the highlight 
events of B.C. High School 
Athletics. ' a 
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REMEMBER WHEN ... 
The Irish racehorse Cav n 
won the Belmont Stakes ~0 
years ago indsy--in 1958- 
with the favorite, Tim Tam 
second. Winner of the 
Kentucky Derby and the 
Preakussa, Tim Tam suf- 
fered a broken bone "in his 
foot during the stretch nm 
and so loot the gamerican 
Triple Crown. 
Ada Mackenzi~ 'first won 
the Ontario women's ape 
golf ,title 56 years, ago 
today--in 1925. She was ,a 
founder of the Terontb's 
Ladles' Golf Club and won 
the Canadian womee's open 
five times before reth~q~ 
from competition in 1949. 
the Vancouver Canadians 
wont out with a whimper, not 
a bang. 
Tabb socked a three-ran 
homer in the third Inning and 
a grand slam in the fourth, 
and the Canadians out-hit 
Albuquerque Dukes 14-12 in a 
Pacific Coast League 
baseball game Modda; 
night 
cher Gns qulrel to force in 
the winni~ run ns the Dukes 
came out on top 10-9. 
• It was a ulght of one-ren 
equeek~'s In the PCL  as Ta- 
coma Yankees defeated 
Hawaii Islanders I-0, Per- 
tland Beavers put down 
Tucson Terns 5.4 in I0 in. 
ulnga, Phoenix Giants got 
. -~t Spokane Indians S.o. in 
B~ ' . . . .  ' "r J~ ~ '  10 ~ulugs end Salt Lake City 
L ions  lop-of f  Conners 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- .secondplace finish in 1977 in 
Rookie running hack Rod 
Conners, a dropout from the 
University of Southern 
California football factory, 
was released Monday by 
British Culumbis Lions of 
the Canadian Foqthall 
League. 
Head coach Vie Rapp of 
the Lions said Cannon had 
"really loused up in prac- 
rice" and "we just didn't 
think he could help us.,' 
Counore saw little action in 
B.C.'s opening ame of the 
exhibition season here June 
13, won 15-9 over Montreal 
Alouettes, the defending 
Grey Cup champions. 
Ropp used three other 
rookie bucks against Mon- 
treal--halfhack Larry Key of 
Florida of fullhacks Calvin 
Culliver of Alabama nd Bill 
Deutach of North Dakota. 
The other offensive back was 
holdover LeRoy Mace. 
The Lions were mainly a 
passing team in their 
Vancouver i te  
takes bronze 
, WARSAW (Reuter) - -  
Sprinter Patty Levernck of 
Vancouver. won a br~.  
medal ~ the 200 metres at 
the IS.country Warsaw track 
and field games Monday 
night. 
Lovorenk was clocked in 
23.97 in the race won by 
Polish Olympic hampion 
Ireaa Szewinuka in 23.O6. 
Sylvia Chives of Cuba was 
second in 23.47. 
Dacre Bowen of Van- 
enuver won the B heat of the 
men's4o6 metres with a time 
of 47.~6. HIS time would have 
been good enough for a 
medal in the A heat, won by 
Olympicchampion Alberto 
Jurantoreao ofCuba in 45,67. 
Shorts 
BUFFAI~, N.Y. (AP) --  
Tony McKelnny, the seaond- 
draft pick of Buffalo 
Sabres, said Monday he 
signed a three.year contract 
wlth the National Hockey. 
League team. MeKegney 
had signed a threeyear pact 
with Birmingham of the 
World Hockey. Association, 
hut learned after Buffalo 
drafted him that he would be 
able to get out of that con- 
tract. 
OAKLAND SIGNS 
FUENTES 
OAKLAND (AP) -- Tits 
Fuentes, who hatted .S09 
with Detroit Tigers last 
season but was released by 
"Montreal Expos this, year, 
signed with Oakland A's on 
Monday. Fuentes, 34, began 
his major league hasehall 
career in 1965 with San 
Francisco and stayed wi~ 
the Giants until being traded 
to San Diego Padres after 
the L974 so# .son. 
LIGHTNING HIT 
PLAYF.RS 
OLD'LYME, Con,. (AP) 
--'A dozen women softball 
players were injured 
Monday night when lightaing 
struck a nearby oak tree, 
Wlcisis said. The women, 
members of the Old Lyme 
and Madison YWCA softball 
teams, suffered second-and 
..third-degree burns. 
the Western Football Con- 
ference and Repp went to 
training camp three weeks 
ago hoping to upgrade the 
running game. Key and 
Culliver were in the hack- 
field against Montreal when 
quarterback Jerry Tagge 
di4ected a fourth-quarter 
• march for the winning touch- 
down. 
Tans, who injured his 
ankle in training eanip, is 
expected tobe 100per cent fit 
Wednesday when the Lions 
play the ROUgh Ri(ks's in 
Ottawa in the second 
exhibition for both teams. 
Two B.C. players were not 
with the team when it 
departed todsy-Caandinn 
linebacker Paul Giroday 
(ankle injury) and rookie 
import receiver Harry' Holt 
(knee), 
single for Albuquerque tied 
the score 9-9 in the seventh 
quires entered the 
game after two Dukes had 
drawn passes in the eighth, 
then proceeded to walk 
Pedro Gucrrero and Leonard 
to force in the winning ran. 
The victory kept 
Albuquerque four per- 
ceatage paints behind first- 
place Salt Lake and 1½ 
games ahead of third-place 
Tucson in the fight Eastern 
Division race. 
Tacoma's leadoff hitter, 
Domiago Ramss, hit what 
appeared to he a routine fly 
ball in the eighth inning, but 
it went for a triple whoa 
IIswafl center fielder Jim 
Wilhelm fell while trying to 
catch it. Ramcs then came 
home when shortstop Craig 
Robinson let a ground ball by 
Tacoma's three-game edge 
over second-place Portland 
in the Western Division. 
Jeff Oeach drove in the 
tying run for the Beavers 
with a sacrifice fly in the 
sbhh inning, then provided 
the margin of Victory with 
his 10th home run of the 
season in the bottom of the 
10th inning. 
Grog Johnston led off the 
10th inning for Phoenix with 
his third straight single of 
the night, wmt to second on 
Art Gardner's sacrifice bunt, 
watched teammate Tom 
Heintzelman,draw an in. 
teattonal pass and came 
home on a single by Guy 
Salary. 
The victory puUed Phoea~ 
out of the Eastern Division 
cellar as the Giants gained a
halfgame dge on San Jose. 
Newport -Bermuda yacht race 
Ond ine  s loop lead 
HAMILTON, Bermuda 
(AP) -- The 70-foot sloop 
0ndine and the S4-foot 
Boomerang were headed for 
early eveaing finishes today 
in the 1,o60-pilometre 
Newport-to-Bermuda yacht 
race. 
A U.S. Navy plane sl~ed 
0ndlne 100 kllometres north- 
west of Bermuda shortly 
before II a.m.' local time. 
Boomerang was nine 
kilometrea behind her. 
Members of the Royal 
Bermuda Yacht Club's 
finish-line committe( 
estimated that at their 
currmt rate of speed the two 
yachts would cross the finish 
line at the eastern end of the 
islands at about 8 p.m. local 
thee. 
THE BOARD OF SONOOL TRUSTEES OF 
SOHOOL DISTRIOT NO, 88 (TERRAOE) 
OAIqTAL EIPEHSE PROPOSAL HO, 6-18D 
- The Board of Subooi Trustees of School District No, 88 (Terrace) proposes borrowing 
money at any lime Or ~oin time to time,within two (2) years from December 31, 1977, 
by the issue and sale of debentures boring interest at a rate or rates per annum as 
may be specified by the British Columbia School Districts Capital Financing 
Authority at the time of the borrowing and payable over a period or periods not ex- 
aeding tweMy-flve years from the date or respective dates thereof, in such principal 
amounts as the Board may from time to time deem necessary to raise net sums not 
exceeding in the nggrngofe Sl,003,000.00, after payment of discount, commission, 
brokerage, exchange, and other expenses with respect to such issue or sale, fo r  
acquiring end developing school sites and purchasing or use in connection therewith 
end other capitalexpondituros for school purposes. The folk)wing In brief and general 
terms sets out substantially the proposed projects and the amount allocated for each, 
the amount specified as eligible for Provincial grams, and the amount specified as not 
eligible for Provincial grants end for which the school district pays the full cost: 
A. Sites 
-... +.';..:.~ : ,.: ~,- ..... + - ;~. '..., 
Kihvlnge EI4~nSMary-Junler S4condary 
B.' Buildings end Additions 
Skesna Junior Secondary 
John FleM ElemeMary 
Kitwange Elementary.Junior Secondary 
District roof replacement 
Fire Loss. I.C.B.C. 
1977 School District Renovations 
• C. Equipment 
John PleM Elementary 
Lathes 
Chemistry 11-12 
D. Fees end Contingencies 
E. Conveyance Equipme~ 
F. Minor I~,neVetleus 
TOTAL ESTIMATES 
Not eligible for Provincial grants. NIL 
'Resolution passed'the lSth day el May, 1970. 
To be borrowed 
under this proposal 
and eligible for 
Provincial grants 
.$ 
205,000 
35,000 
250,000 
79,000 
65,500 
93,150 
7,550 
11,550 
19,800 
139,950 
Nil 
35,500 
Total 
S 
41,000 
747,450 
30,900 
139,950 
Nil 
35,500, 
SI,003,000 
Approved by the Minister of Education the 13th day of May, 1978. 
Authorized by the Lieutenant.Governor in Council the .- day of - ,  197.. 
Adopted by romlutlen oftha Board of School Trustees the -.day of -., 197.. 
. ' .  CORPORATE SEAI~ .Chairman of tbe Board 
Certified as being approved and authorized as 
provided in Section 215 of the Public Schools Act. 
Secretary-Treasurer 
Overwaltea TERRIUE 'ITIMAT • 3220 Eby 323 OH; Oentre 
FOOD 'CENTER.S  
ROUND S"TEAKS 
FULL CUT - -BEEF  HiP 
CANADA 
GRADE 
00RREOTIOH TO 0VERWAITEA'S AD, 
TUESDAY'S EDITI0N JUNE 20, 1918 
/ 
,A, 2.,a PER LB. 
Correction 
ROUND 
FULL CUT --- BEEF HiP 
CANADA GRADE 
STEAKS 'A' 2. °8 
i 
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right to classify ads under 
appropriate headings and to  
set rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
The Herald reserves the 
right to revise, edit, classify 
or reject any advertisement 
and to retain any answers 
directed to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, andto repay 
the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and 
box rmtal. 
Box replies on "Hold" 
instructions hot picked up 
within 10days of expiry of an 
advertisement will be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not 
to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
All claims of errors in 
advertisements must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It is agreed by the ad. 
vertlser requesting space 
that the Ilabillty of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or in the event of an error 
appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published 
shall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the ad- 
vertiser for only one in. 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
space occupied by the In. 
correct or omitted item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
than the amount psid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad.. 
vertislng that discriminates 
against any parson because 
of his race, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
his age Is betwee n 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition is 
justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work 
involved. 
Published at  Terrace 
B.C. 5 days a week  
Mon..Frl. mornings 
PUBL ISHER 
Don t ; romacK 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Ef fect ive October  i ,  
1977 
Single Copy 20c 
By Car r ie r  ' ruth3.00 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 
By Ma i l  3 ruth 12.00 
By Mai l  6 ruth 22.00 
By Mai l  year  40.00 
Senior Cit izen year  
20.00 
British Commonwealth and 
United States of America 1 
year 51.00. 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VeG 2M9 
Telephone: 
112.604 -635-6357 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
33. FOR SALVE 
MISC,, 
June 2.8...Last meeting 
before Summer break to be 
held at Watson and Florle 
Bailey's home. All Rebekah, 
Oddfellows and the Spouse 
weli:ome. 
August 26...Rummage Sale 
at Elks Hall from 10ill 2 p.m. 
Sept. 13..~Flrst meeting of 
Fall session. Presidents 
Vls,t. 
November 4...Elks Hall Fatl 
Bazaar. 
The next meeting of the 
Regional District of Kltimnt 
Sflk;ne will be held on 
saturday, June 24, 1978 In the 
Mesonic Hall, 491~ Lazelle 
Avenue, Terrace, B.C., 
commencing at 9:00 a.m. 
(1U16,20,22,23) 
Special meeting of the 
Terrace Child Minding 
Association Wednesday, 
June 21 .at 8:00 p.m. at the 
Northwest Community 
College 5530 McConnell 
Room 204. Election of Of. 
ricers and general 
discussion. 
CLASSl F I E D RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per 
;nsertlon, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions $1.50 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORR ECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Skeena Health Unit 
3215-2 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
The following are a few of 
the services offered locally 
by your Health Unit Staff: 
CHILD HEALTH CON. 
FERENCES. 
• Held weekly at the Health 
Unit every Tuesday from 
1:20-3:50p.m. Please phone 
for an appointment 
• Held at Thornhill 
Recreation Centre on the 
Allowance can he made for fourth Friday of every 
only one Incorrect ad. month from 1:30 - 3:30 p.m. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates avaJlable upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge SS.00 per 
insertion. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD- 
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
1:00 p.m. day prior to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~.00 o/t all 
N.S,F, cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
TIONS: 
NO charge provided news 
submitted within one month. 
Please phone for an ap- 
pointment. 
• Babysitters who bring 
children must have parents 
wrlHen consent for Im- 
munization. 
ADULT CLINICS 
These are held at the Health 
Unit on Monclay, Wed- 
nesday, and Friday from 
3:00 . 4:10 p.m. by ap. 
palntment only. 
PRENATAL CLASSES 
Classes are held throughout 
the year at Intervals for 
expectant parents. Phone 
the Health Unit for details 
and registration. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care in the home for 
th0sewho need It on referral' 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
HEALTH PARADE 
For 4yearold children. Held 
on third Monday of every 
month. Developmental, 
vision, hearing screening 
done. Please phone for 
appointment. 
PRENATAL BREATHING 
8, RELAXING EXERCISES 
Held every Thursday af- 
ternoon at 1:00 • 2:00 p.m. 
V.D. CLINIC 
Held every Monday at 3:30 
or by appointment. 
SANITATION 
The public:health Inspectors 
8re now situated in Eby 
Street. They will be pleased 
$5.00 production charge for to assist with any sanlt/~tion 
wedding-and-or engagement .~ problems; . . . . . . . .  • 
pictures, News of weddings AUDIOLOGY CLINIC 
(write.ups) received one Held at 4612 Grelg Avenue. 
month or more after event Hearing ests will be done by 
$10.00 charge, with or doctor's referrals. Tel No. 
without picture. Subled to 638.1155. 
condensntlon. Payable in LONG TERM CARE 
advance. Office at No.205.4721 Lazelle 
Ave. Tel 635.9196. 
MI LLS MEMORIAL . 
THRIFTSHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any dorlations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
F0v" pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 6~5.5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
Saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. Thank 
you. (nc) • 
A Heather-Tartan Society is 
being formed with the in- 
terest of promoting Scottish 
cultural Interest and events. 
Interested persons should 
contact Eleanor Halley at 
635.2456 as soon as passible. 
~keena District Girl "GUlches 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land' Ranger 
ComNny ,in the Thornhlll 
area. Glrls between the ages 
of 14 and 18 who are In- 
terested please call 63573061 
or 638.1269 (ctf) 
T 
Pregnant and in need of 
support? 
Call for help from Right-to- 
Life promoters: 
Lisa at 635-3164 
Carol at 635.5136 
Janna at 635.4503 
Do You Feel You Have 
A Drinking Problem? 
There Is h~lp 
Available !
Phone 635-5636 
ALCOHOLICS 
ANONYMOUS ' 
Meetings: 
Mon.: 8:30 p.m. United 
Church 
Thurs.or Sat. 8:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial' Hospital. , 
Sun. Breakfast Meeting. 
10:00 to noon. Lakelse Hotel. 
Mi'lls Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary Thrift Shop on 
Lazelle now offers o" full 
stock of Spring and Summer 
wear. Drop in on Saturdays 
from I1:00 - 4:30 p.m. 
Is your son Interested, In 
ScoutsJ If so the 1st Terrace 
Scout Troop Is taking pre 
regletratlon for September( 
Max number will be 24. If 
• Interested call Mrs. Wardrop 
at 635-3553. Fees Will be 
$30.00 par bey. Anyone In- 
terested in help ing.with 
Scouts please call . 
CLASSIFIED : AN- 
. NOUNCEMENTS: ' 
Births 5.50 
Funerals 5.$0 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
Memorial Notices 5.50 
.PHONE 635.6357 
C.lassifled Advertising Dept. 
The Terrace Dance 
Association wil l  be 
presenting a Dance Seminar- 
Workshop on June 24th and 
25th to be held at Clarence 
'MIchlel Elementary School, 
Terrace, B.C. This weekend 
is open to all individuals over 
age 6. 
Miss Shells Marshall a 
member of the Royal 
Academy of Dancing trained 
at the Roe Eur.ns Dance 
School, the Wynne Shaw 
School of CDance and Three 
Summer. Sesslons at the 
Banff School of Fine Arts. 
There wi l l  be four 
categories available Ballet, 
Tap, Modern-Jazz and 
Acrobatic-Gymnastic 
Dancing. Fee of $20.00 will 
cover any or all sections 
taken over the two days. 
Registration forms may be 
obtained at Terrace Sight 
and Sound Or Terrace Public 
Library. Please pre register 
by June 16, 1978 to P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. V8G 4A9 
Annual General Meeting of 
Northwest Regional Arts 
Council Sunday, June 25th, 
1978, 11:00 a.m.R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre. All Interested in 
the arts welcome to attend. -
The ~athollc Womens 
League (C.W.L.) will hold 
the Fall Bazaar on October 
28, the last Saturday In 
October, at Verltas Hall. 
The Minus One Social Club 
will sponsor a dance on 
Saturday, June 24th at 9 p.m. 
at the Masonic Lodge 4900 
block Lazelle Ave., Members 
$3.00. Non.members $4.00. 
For all single odults. Phone 
635.4052 635.5359 For further 
details. 
Centennial Christian School 
Graduation program for 
Grade 7. Wed. June 28 7:30 
p.m. • 9:00 p,m. It promlses 
to be a fun evening. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Core. 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
Office at No. 205.472q 
Lazelle. Tel 635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and soclal 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
WUIOM Watchers mentln~ 
heldevery Tuesdeyat7 p.m. 
at the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4~.____.7. Lazelle Aven__.___~, 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night al i
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more information phone 
'635-3747.0r 635.3023. 
SKEENA CENTRE 
Skeena Centre offers to the 
Sen ior  'Citizens of the 
Mrs. Madella: Spiritual 
reader and adviser. Palm 
and tarot card reading. She 
will help you with your 
problems In business, health, 
love affairs, sickness where 
others have, failed. Special 
reading by mall with free 
monthly horoscope. Send 
$10.00, date of birth and year 
to: Mrs. Madella, P.O. Box 
69784, Station 'K', Van- 
couver, B.C. VSK 4Y7. Phone 
251-3697. (p4-16) . 
'Terrace.and Thornhlll area TH I~ itOBBY HUT 
the following services. " Ceramic supplies & 
-Activity Centre for hen- Greenware, oir brushing 
dlcrafls available - custom firing. 
. Day Care for working 3936 McNelI St, 
people 635.9393 
- Drop.ln for companionship . 
& coffee, 
Monday thru Friday 8-4. 
Transportation available. 
Contact Skeenavlew Ledge 
635-2265 
CONCRETE SEPTIC 
TANKS PRE-KAST 
For Immediate delivery 
Septic System 
Speclollsts 
"Insist on the Best" 
PHONE 635-3939 
SCHMITTYS EXCAVATING 
RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop' 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded We buy copper, brass all 
wood products we could use , mete;Is and batteries. 
for recycling or renovating. Location - Seal Cove 
Call us at 635.2238 between Open till 5 p.m. Mon. to Sat. 
8a.m. and 3 p.m., we will try 
to make arrangements fo r  IPItone624-5639 
pickup. GOLDEN RULE 
PARENTS IN CRISIS ~ Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Are you making your own Phone635.4535. 3238 Kalum 
life and your children's 
miserable? Do ybu con- /  GEMINI EXCAVATING 
stantly yell at your children, LTD. 
or hit them, or find it hard to (Was Andrews) 
control your angry feelings Backhoe Work 
toward them? H°ul;lY & Contract 
P.I.C.'s goal Is to help you 635.~3479anyflme 
become the loving con- DUFFS BICYCLE SHOP 
strucflve parent you really Recondih0ned bikes and 
want to be. repairs. ~J* 
All Inquires absolutely Reasonable rates. 
confidential. , 1931 Quesnsway Dr. 
Phone A/~ary or John 635-4419 
-ABLE ELECTRIC LTD, 
'RAPE RELIEF El~trlcalend Refrigeration 
& CRISIS LINE contract. 
FOR WOMEN •House wiring. 
CALL 635-7558 ' 635.5116 ' 
OR (df) 
635.7721 
Lost from the 3300 Block of 
Thomas. Small black female 
cat with white spot under 
chin. Wearing yellow collar 
and goes by the name of 38 
Sarah. Reward offered. Call "WAMTI¢It M 
635-2148 or 638-1064. (ctf) l i  M l l l l l l l  I l l  
A white long halrL~d female . . . . . . . . . .  
.,sc; .l 
Office Space for Rent: 2700 
sq. ft. on Greig Ave., 
Reasonabl(~ rent. Lease 
available. Phone 635-7266. 
cat with green-yellow eyes'. Wanted to Buy: Boat trailer 
She's two years old. Missing suitable for small boat. 
from the lower Albatross Phone 635.3453 (p5.15) 
area of Kltlmat. Any in- 
formation would be ap. Wanted to Buyi 75.100 
preclated. Contact 69 Brant CCsmlni-blke, In good 
or call 632.2924. (sff) condition. Phone 635.5394 
Lost in the Copper Moutaln 
District, one black and white 
male cat wearing a 'yellow 
collar with bell answers t.o 
the name of Chaser. 635-9785 
ask for Marie (c5-19) 
Full or part.time. Here is an 
opportunity to earn extra 
money, $6 - $8 per hour. 
Training is available. For 
Interviews Call Marnle 635- 
9721 anytime (Fuller Brush) 
1975 Reinell 21' cabin 
cruiser. 1750MC with 302 
Ford engine. CB, depth 
sounder, compass, tandum 
bed trailer, c~nd many ex- 
tras. Firm $12,000. 633-2332. 
For Sale: 22' K&C cabin 
cruiser, 351 cu.in. 888 leg- 10 
H.P. outboard - trim tabs - 
VHF - CB - tape  deck . 
recording depth sounder - 
compass - anchor - 2 down 
riggers -stove - ice box. sink 
• head - price $13,000. 635.6126 
or 635.3575 after 6 (c5-19) 
For Sale: 22' cabin cruiser. 
Plywood, flbreglass and 
mahoganey finish. 3 way 
frldge and stove. 638.8348 
Fontane fifth wheel on four 
foot slide 16" dry type air 
cleaner, 225 amp Forney gas 
driven welder with 3500 watt 
built In power unit. 049.5349 
136 (9U) good condition, with 
winch, blade and ROP 
canopy: Phone between. 8 
p.m. and 8 a.m. 695.6382 or 
Box 553 Burns Lake, B.C. 
Everything a Girl wants In a 
• position: 
Pleasant Working Conditions 
Chance for Advancement 
Good salary 
Frlendly Associates 
Steady Employment 
Must Be Experlenced Typist 
and 
Able To Handle Clerlcal 
Work & Numbers 
Apply To 
INDUSTRIAL  AC-  
CEP .TANCE COR-  
PORATION LTD. 
IAC Limited 
4639 Lazeile 
635-6391 " 
Sales Personal: Part-time 8, 
. full tl~e; s.laff: Apply/a~t~:::i: 
Sweet Sixteen 9:30 - 5 p.m. 
.Fri. 
For •Rent: 3 bedroom 
duplex. Full basement. 
Fenced yard. No pots. 2145 
Hemlock St., Thornhelghts 
Sub. Div. 300 per mo. 
Perso n required im- 
mediately for office position 
with the Federal Business 
Development Bank. Duties 
Include typing, switchboard, 
• reception, filing and postage. Available July 1st Phone 635- 
Experience desirable but. 3256 (p3.15) 
2 bedroom basement suite. 
Unfurnished. Fridge and 
stove. Steady worker, quiet 
people. No petS.r Available 
immediately 635.5738 (c3-17) 
Small furnished basement 
.suite for rent. No pets $140 
per month. Phone 635-2746 
after S (c2-16) 
wil l  consider training 
depending on overall 
qualifications. Excellent 
staff benefits. Salary 
commensurate with ex- 
perience. For appointment 
telephone Mr. Cousins at 635- 
4951. (a5.15) 
Help Wanted. Employer'sl 
Do you need (some) extra 
help? Try the most en-. 
thused, energetic, eager help 
around. HlreA student. 
Contact Allison, 632-4691 or 
JoAnne 635.2044. (ju19:23) 
I 
Babysitter required In my For Rent: Bachelor suite, 
home 3-'5 days per week for self contained, electric 
July and August. 3 school heating, cable T.V. hookup, 
aged children. Bench area prlvateentrance. Phone635- 
$10.00 per day Phone 635-3055 7485 after 2 p.m. (io3-17) • 
after 5 (c3-17) 
32. 'BiCYOLES, - 
. . . .  MOTOROYGLES 
3 bedroom house In town. 
1976 Sports model Honda for Pheasant St., 6 years old. 
sale Phone 635.2654 (p3-17) " Asking $52,500. Full 
basement. Phone "635.7796 
1978 C.B. 400 Honda Hawk (p5-16) 
Type I. Must sell owner. 
leaving town. Phone 635.7091 
For Sale: 2 bedroom house 
basement unfinished. Wood 
stove plus electric heat. 5211 
Hepple 635.9480 (plm lul 10) 
2 bedrooms each duplex. 
Corner lot - Big garden and 
yard. 1 large 2 room storage 
Wanted to Rent: Rellaule 
working girl with small dog 
wants I or 2 bedroom house 
or duplex. 638.8335 after 5 
shed. 1 - 14' by 14' barn. Single Parent and child wish 
Asking $45,000 Phone 638. to share a house with mature 
1704 after 5 p.m. (p5-15) people who enjoy children. 
Phone 635-2424 9a.m. - 4 p.m. 
33 Lill0oet. 3 bedroom 
duplex, fireplace, wall-to- 
wall carpets, large fenced 
backyard. Laundry room,. 
gas heat, five appliances If" 
needed.. Must be seen. 632- 
7956 after 6 (c5.15) 
Modern three bedroom home 
for sale. New flooring. 
Large landscaped lot. 
Greenhouse, garden spot, 
additional buildings. 
635.7728 anytime. (c5-19) 
Notice to Residents 
of Kitimat 
lurnlng will be takinc 
daceat City Centre Ex 
~anslon site over the nex' 
few weeks. We wish t( 
~pologize for any In 
.-onvenlence caused to clh 
Queensway area. Asking "esldence due to smoke an( 
$25,000. Will accept Nill endeavor to keep 
reasonable offer. Call 638- ;moke at a minimum. 
IThank you for your !
patience. / 
I Dorann Contrading Lid| 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
26" x 36" 
12 sheets~only - 3 . ' /5  
THE DALLY HERAL9, 
3212 h im St. Terraoe 
Northwest College invites applications for the position 
of Maintenance Person, instructional Equipment. 
QUALIFICATIONS 
Applicants should have a minimum of grade 10 
nducatlen and have a wide experience in industrial 
maintenance on both heavy and light equipment. 
Experience in dealing with people will. be a distinct 
asset. 
DUTI ES 
The successful applicant will be expected to: 
(!) Perform maintenance work on air and electricai 
equipment. 
(2) Prepare test coupons for the welding shop. 
(3) Perform general procedures on • metal lathe. 
(4) Substitute for tool room attendants when required. 
TERMS OF APPOINTMENT 
The successful applicant will be required to loin the 
B.C.E.G.U. and rates 4)f pay, working conditions and 
benefits as required in the union contrad will apply. 
Initial salary is S1,293 per month. Umited overtime 
may be assigned from time to time. Application must 
be submitted before June 30,1978 and the appointment 
date as soon as possible thereafter. 
Further information may be Obtained from Mr. Emile 
Marchend at 635.6511. 
Mail applications to.: 
The Principal, Northwest College, 
Box 726, Terrace, B.C. ' 
ask for Bob. 4706 Graham. 
4AT Trackers on 15x10 CON 
rims, GM-Chev, Phone 635- 
5092 (ctf) 
For Sale: Large Ingl is  
frldge $320. Speed Queen 
washer dryre set $500. Glrls 
CCM bike $20 
Four Goodyear Plyglass E. 
70.14 tires. $110 or best offer. 
Phone 635.2303 after 6 (c5.17) 
For Sale: Couch $30, kitchen 
table and 2 chairs -$20. 
Phone 635.5192 eves. (p3.16) 
For Sale: Bed chesterfield 
with cover $50 Phone 635j.6810 
after 6 (p3.16) 
For Sale: Stove and frldge. 
Good cohditlon. Phone 635- 
3093 (p3.17) 
1 large oil painting (country 
scene) from Great Gallary 
Johnson original. Single bed 
• 2 months old. With box 
spring, mattress and 
headboard.' Phone 635.9251 
(c3-17) 
' ~  NORTHWEST COMMUN ITy¢. OLLEGErequ l res  a " 
Coordinator of Supervisory Management 
Training Program 
During the past several months Northwest College and Selklrk College have been 
developing a supervisory management raining program, mainly for first-line 
supervisors. The' appalntee to this position will be expected to help with the com- 
pletion ofthetralnlng package. Atthe completion ofthls task (about December 1978), 
theappeintee will be required to organize and coordinate a supervisory management 
training program for employees In the Northwest regl0n of the province, The ap- 
pointee will also be required to Instruct in the program. 
Qualifications: 
Industrial experience In a supervisory capacity and educational experience as an 
Instructor would be assets. ' 
Salary: 
According to B.C. Government Employees Union Instructor scale. 
Stal:tlng Date: ~ 
August I, 1970 or asso0n as posslbletherenffer. . . 
,~ppllcatlon Deadline: 
June 30, 1978. 
This position Is subject o the College's receiving appropriate funding. 
Reply, with resume of qualifications and experience and names of referees to: 
Prlnclpah , .  
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, B.C. 
I ! 
55,  PROPERTY 19n Trane AM 4oo cu~c 
Inch. Only 4,000 ml. Phone FOR SALE ~-sm (cs.ts), • 
Build your home among 1969 Dodge V~ T PU,.V8, 4 INVITATION TO PUBLIC 
i beautiful arge'cedars on lot speed trans, pasl trac dlf. BID . 
1sox210Skeena St, Asking ferentlel, New rear fires, 
11,500.00 Offers. "Phone 635- spare parts, motor frans, Bi?'wlII be recelved at: 
5102 after 6 and weekends, etc. $1,000 or best offer. 635. 
5339 (ctf)  . School District No. 88 
For Sale: I/2 acre lot elong. 
Queensway in Thernhill. ,Shopping for a new pickup? '(:Terrace) 
WeU treed on fertile land. Don't tulsa this 1977 Ford 1 3211 Kenney Street 
Sepflctankandwlel. Asking ton, 1100 miles, 460 engine, Terrace, B.C. 
i Sg,SSO 638-1036 (p10.1) automatic trensmlsslon, an VgG 3E9 
excellent buy. Match It up until June 30, 1973 
Property for Sale: 6 acre wlth our 27 foot Vanguard 5th for Demolition and-or 
treed lot for sale In a quiet, .wheel trailer, fully equipped Removal of" 
Iow~lenslty reeldentlal area. with air conditioning and a 
1 mile north of municipal winter package. See this at Three (3)Teacherage ~units 
boundary 635.4398 (c5.17) Camperland, 5412 Highway on Haugland Avenue In. 
16 West; Terrace Dealer cludlng ring wall or post 
For Sale: 10 acres In Old 
Romo. Barn, with livestock, 
greenhouse in ~/~ acre of 
garden. Small eabln. Good 
well with gas pump. Price 
516,000 Contact T. Stevens, 
Box 664, Terrace, B.C. (p20-' 
• " .e 
3 and 5 acre parcels on~ 
Wondlend Park Subdivision 
Llcence 1~00611A (C5-16) 
1975 Plymouth Vallerd 318, 
auto, p.s., p.b., low mlleage, 
2 door H.T. 635-4597 (I)6-15) 
I 
To be removed within 30 
days of a¢~q)fence of hid or 
forfeit. 
Area to be cleared to Site 
Standards. 
To review contact L. Heller 
at 635.4931. 
NEW 
,ill;Z0 
Antiseptic Healing Lotion. 
for the retiot of psoriasis, 
mirror burns, Insect bite~, 
and skin abraslees. A 
regular household item.' 
Useful in every first.aid 
kit. Available In leading 
drug storm., 
(C4-10,15,1,9~2, | 
Household Realty 
SECOND MORTGAGES 
No bonuses 
No brokerage fees 
No finder's fees . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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iTInnl01 , ~ ~  "RE61STER I 
i ~e MIH6 ~ ~  FOR ,OUR SFRIN6, 
I ALLEYS ~ . ~ ~  LEA6UES N0W!" | " I  ' 
: - -  B . C . ~ ' # ~ ' :  ........... by Job=my ba~ 
T~ 0 ~" • " u~..-.-~.. , r~ ,~ 
- - - '~V ~'~-L ~ ___~ " "~J  
$14,000 end 51900,. Two lots 
only left. Che wlth creek. JD 
Proctor, 490 Andarton Read, 
Comox, B.C. V9N 4B.4 phone, 
339-4736 (c~0-1ulyl) 
Successful store for sale in 
Terrace. Complete with 
equlppad butcher shop, 8 
coolersandfreezers. 1 walk- 
in, 3' bedroom dwelling at- 
"tacked. One rental house, 
For Sale: or Rent: with 
option to buy 12x68 house 
trailer will also consider 
taking a smaller trellsr es 
part payment. For further 
Information please phone 
635-7878 (c10-1) 
1975 12x66 3 " bedroom 
Elmonte (Glendale) trailer, 
2' Ioey shacks, 1 fully In. 
sulated. Fireplace and 
covered porch. Set up and 
skirted at 27 Timberland 
Trailer Park 635.7645 after 5 
p.m. (p10.15) 
FAST SERVICE 
Highest of any bid not . Come on in or call the nearest 
nacessorlly accepted, office of Household Finance 
(ju14,21,28) Ask for Mortgage Services 
4608 Lakelse Avenue 
TERRACE 
635-7207 
Camper 1975 Edson 8' 
Camper, C.W 15,000 BTU 
furnace. Phone638.1121 (sff) , 
To whom Is may concern: I 
For Sale: 1965 15' traller. ,Jean Dionne will not be 
Sleeps 5 has stove, Ice box, respenslble for any bills or 
furnace etc. Price $1,300 debts incurred by my wife, 
the  AMAZING SP IDER-MAN:  By  Stan Lee and John Romita 
"I1~!~ I rr,s Too  LAT£ FO~ 
I ~.~'~~ ~,-~ T~ / i 1~. . .  ~,~-~"__.~ 
ELr:CfP.ONIC! ~:A I 
i Y occupied, 3 bay garage all on For Sale: Four 1971 12'x52', firm. Phone 635.2319 (p5-15) , as of this day, June 19, 1978. 
one acre of land. Annual two bedroom seml.furn shed . . . . . . . . . .  JeanDlonne.(p3-16) f rom s---'ZqUl 
• , . . r .v . , . , . . r .v .  _ _ _ _ _  STEAKS i!!~3 sales almmt double asking Safeway trailers. Complete .,...,,_ ' ,.'-'r-I,4 Used ~;~ price. Assumable mortgage, with axles, wheels, fuel ' " ' ' - "  "" ; '= " "  " - -  i 
~:~ Call 635.5202 for details, tanks and blocking. Asking ,.ml.l_y ~ T ime.  ~m~uees _~q j / / -~  ,? ,~. ~ ,~ 
~.~ : ~ e, n~ ,.,~k r.nn A~L~U~n J . . . . . . . . . .  , .... " "  ° 1" "~ " "  i ~' J IK - -  4kWJh "-as-=-" Open "until 10 p.m. Friday and Seturde,) ! For Sale Prime Tire .".'.'~'..~"_'"- .'~'_"~=.:,.'....~' burner stove, 2 wey lighting f1~2~-~. / -~?  ~ 
~.,...~,-I-nss with =,*,as ervice PlUlrcnlngs, lax /z l  . . . . . . . . .  --.."',4-.....,,.,••..*=eh"~m -.--P'¢:l"='~ 4. liilliUi:~lL':':f"~"~Y~'~'-. "- I ,r 4736 LAKELSE PHONE 635-7977 • 
e tc . .  4 bedroom home, B.C. (plm-1O) Owner must sell. PriceS3700 I I " J J l " l~_ .~"  "~" AC-ATF iS -H- -  . . . . .  
completely furnished, lV= REPOSSESSIONS Call &15-9404 after 4 (c4.17) ~ ( ~  ) 
beth, many extras, situated We havea limited number of ~ / ~  ~ 
68 miles north of Terrace. 12', 14', and 24' wide In ex-~ For Sale: 10' Vanguard ~ ~ . ~ _ ~  "_JZ .~ ~___ . ,  ,,_,~.,~, 
Apply C. Rifler, Box 183, cellent cendltlon, camper with 3 way fridge, 3 .~-..J ~ . ,~; ;~ ~-  ~.~ , . ~  ~,..]T ~Ni~ ~:)0,.. p01= P
Terrace, B.C. 633.2326 (cff) NO DOWN burner stove. Heater and / / / ~ ~  .~ :1 i T#~ s,, m~ ~ , . . ,  ~o . . . .  . " I " INI~. . .~A~, • • . PAYMENT porta.pottle. This 1973 _  . . 
Purchasolncludesdeilvery, camper sleeps 5 i s  InA-1 ~mke~ =l~.p~e.:e~(Vealtn:w° [I~e,',POP"~POP i=' iMk,* ~/~(~F~I  
set up and furniture. (On condition• View at I . . . . .  ) I = .  , 
l ad  or get marrloo on a 
approved credit). Charles St., Kltlmat or call =.;.~=. n, tn ~.,,t nn. ' ,  " '" ~ "  ° - '~ ' I  ~(~ l . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " °  • °~' )  - " :~ IP '  • 
uW'v roro Kanger pUCKUp w Oe ~ - "  ~ o.o ._U In et our ex~_nea. , 
$1400 and 1974 Ford window , '. , .: , Hurryl - These won t lastl 
van 52200 View et 2 ~ 0 ~ .  for Call our credit manager" I Admowled~e .impacta days _prmouo I eL .  [ O : (~~ ~'~/ - - ' - - -  '®:"="="~"*""~"='  l~ /  ~ '  ' "~" [ 
Skeena St, or call 635.6636 co'ell ct at ~h l~##i l~ l~ By  E U ~  S,~.'J#~r' 
(c3.17) _437"4311. AC]~0~ 3/Sudden loud ~ So" me Rome. S P~.~s.~ve " - -  
ier-Ster 
74 Fiat station wagon M, ,hnn . , - - . ,  |.:7 &.,,  
sale, good running condition "'-~"-'" ' - : : "  appinase 19 Slouan il0 Wh'deJ' time 9 Peer ~nt'a • ~ ~ranvlle 
Call 63~;-9~1 or 638.1418 (pS-  Vancouver, B C 4 ~ous  . ~ in lq.Y. mother 
• 19) • ' "V6Z 1K7 sec~Uon 41 Come8 oo ~1 So(U-m 1O P~pen • i~ • . ,  
runnlng condltion.1964 Mercedes Benzcall 635- s in  :• ::~.°'; i;~ ~m~tL  ',~==~=~*":~"~"~L~:;~'~':;'OOW~*X~"~e's .],, hnote"l~hreek HH . . . . .  S H ~ P  s H O P  i i  m ma~-uv  I ra . - - -mature ly  AT .  l~=nR nun I I A I I I I IR H - . "/*:;i" !*:~ :: 'i:;"*~*~; ;' 
62T/ between 8-12,1.5 (cS.19) IM Sufeway doublewlde. I 11Mine  411"A--in bench ~3Methud 
Ilncludes all major ap-I rob'once theSun"" ZRlverto ,DcathnoUca E.joy Billiards?  isit Rod'S BJllards M 
Chev V= ton 283 Corvette 4 'lPllances, largegardenshed| ]3Bkzckgdd S0Grace~ul • " theBa]Uc' ~Rntzeaty 
speed motor- mags- headers land fencing. 3 bedrooms, 21 14 RJect b'om bin " 3 Slender but 27 Pinees ~ ~  .......... _~#~ . . .H~ I=I B~mt i~rk,,r ==d aobm~ I,m 
-neernewlnterlorandpalnt. ifullbath, andflreplace. Setl 0~ce * r4Umoim's tough ~Rounded ;; _ ,~ 
Offers toS2500. Youth's lup and fully skirted i l l  tsRe=Stout ~d]--~ 4Manna_ proJdoo I ~ I ~ # 1 ~ : : ~  
Raleigh Chopper 3 speed $50. Icedar. View at No• 31.46191 ' -  ~,,t=,~,,o ~= Malndu £ Verdi work 29 ']Piir~enev ' . 
3 17 . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,,w - ---o Phone 638.1880 ,p-  ) iOueensway, Drive (TIm., 18Nabekov so l~ained ,Soda]enl~ 19Crouked I L 'nmr- ' " 'w( J ' "~~ I J ' ~ ; ~  / W ~, :~ ~ 
Iberland Trailer Perk) I novel  ~l(JLM~pa] 7Meaeyunder 31Cover 
For Sale: 1974 Jeep IPhone 635-9429 (clf) I . . . . .  
Cherokee Wagon 4x4, 31,000 n . ' " n . c .~ .~= .~ .e =~ep~-  I " . ~  I) ,I /~' I~.TH~'~ ,~,~ / 
miles. Best offer over $4,000 i / thn~ldps deserters mattress? o ~  a | 
Phone 635.7937(o5-15) . . . . .  18 Onder~ A~g salutlee time. ~ m~. 19 -- 
. . . .  neconom car? Must Oil - 12x46 2 bedroom vault ' " ' 40Uetaaned 
!i 
LOOKlngTora Y --.~,m. k . . . .  ,, *.ran, Mrmn ICIUISIPiAII~NiAIBIEILI ,.=lfhi,tl~ 
w ' " " " ' '  ' ' " ' "  " '  " " " "  " " "  R E ~- ' "  See our 1972 Corflna, Io . . . . . . . .  IAIRIAILiM I AiMIAI  I I . . . . . .  
- - .  . . . .  ,,~ n, excellent servlcan, clear li l le lOT on ~ ' )Scet ter .  JM~I iLII ITIAINI'IIEEILISIE] ~o~m~, 
'-'~"~n~'*~,. "~"~,~ rl,h+ for Simpson Rd, Thornhill. seed . . . . .  ~J . . . .  TALt .#:R  4STakesto 
. . . . . . .  '"'" " : " " ' "  "- i f  el Open 1o offers, G Wernen, ~SL~e- ¢ = r'.~4T ~ I t t coart your ouoget. ~ee . . . . .  r" - -  . . . . . . . .  
Camperland, 5412 Highway Royal uan~,,,er ace, u.~.., masted  ~ ~ A I ~ / ! ~  I MInlMd sea 
16 West, Terrace. Dealer boats 1 ~ ~ ' ~ ; 7 ; ~ ;  
, - ,  . . . . . . . .  n110t t  Ucence D00~11A (ca.16) . . . . . . . . . . .  ~Generous ' ~'~--;-~-T- ' = ; -~;~;  ~Co 
~-or 5ale: lzxou ~l~.u  = Uelzurded ~ SO Ezecate a DOONESBURY ' " by  r ry  Cam Velmonf 3 bedroom mobile For Sale: 1973 Jeep " ~---- S '~ , "  and skirt,,,4 in " walk - RII IOITiEIPII IDIEIMII ICI schut~ 
monde 4x4 Twa tops in- ;"',;:'. =...:.~",. "-an "~VIII B3];']~[shed ' I I IDILIEiRIUINiEIAISIEI S]LEzcbunge I-~ ~,~~: I I  ~ , ~ , ~ ~  I I ~ ~ T ~ - I  
cluded. Very good condltion. '~a'n'=u"~u'n'=t~"d 'u or un ~IZ~l~J~ltr.bed IMIEIEIDlSlPIYiRIOIMIEI .vows I-'-f ~aV~SZ~J~,~ I I ' ~ r ~ v ~ ~  I I~O~rT~ms~Vl  
I~ - '~u~7~ ~.-- ,  I1~/~- -<-~ I I~m~-- - -~ l~,~,~~~i l  73Re~aultfrontwlleeldrlve, ~ II m n~ m ~  15 16 mi~ le p liOn I ; _  ~/~4~!(~{@) .~J - I I  ~r~:~OA.#.!~(.e.~TI I _~ l~*~r ,e , /~ . ( .~ .  ~1 ---.,,,.--~;'"" ..-.-"nnn .and 1976 Kx2SO Iraller 1orsale: 1974 12x.3 .I I , I  Im~i  , , - - l  l , l ,  i i 
-.-.~ . . . . .  v,.,,,~skl lke new bedroom furnlshod troller, I .  I I pz m,s  J J m 4 1 I J I 
""~"" :" : ' : : ' - ' : '1453 ;ctf" dlshwasher, frldge, stove, I l ' I  I l I I ~ I I I I 
asking i~,~u oJ,.,,m= t¢-/ washer, dryer, chlnacablnet 115" I I I . B; l i l6  I I I IB l l l  I I ' I i 
1973BMW750¢cwlthwnnd etc•No•l Plne Park phone I I I I e m i l  em I i 'U  l: J ~" 
Jammer Fairing $2100 Phone 635-3246 (clm-Ju 17) lie J: i i J19 ~ro  j i 21 J ~ ~~-- 'P~I  
635.7840 (C5-17)  ~ iw~i~a~r~m- I I- l it=, I I I ~s -P '1 =" l 
IM,,h.~H~me " I ~ I I ~ I I I I I I 
1975 Jimmy 4x4. Fully I ' ,Z~. ' :~. ; : '~ ,  . . . . .  I 12O z9 I~O I I I pl ~ iW~ I I I I I 
HeqllUlpP~l'erL:tS;fc:Xa~:'" I ' " ' ' ' '  '"' 
Tragllertowlngsuspens,; " , I I II ll , I l l  
u.n ',-,,,,=.~=,-trade 632797"3 lore now available on our I .IS~ I I I~e ~9 I po I I I I u. ~ .... toward ya,. individual. Genes' all~spe~g, 
w,, .  (ons , .e r ,  . . . . . .  - . . . .  I lovely 14 w ide  andl I I i I I ~ n I I I I n u . . .  . . . . . , , ~ ~  r ~ X O  m . ~  ~o.~e ~ o~ o~ ~ ~ 
1~M9and1974Fordplckup~'4 Idoublewldemobllehomes.l 1411 I I I Hz I~ I4~I  ,I ~'~'~r~[~F~a Your lno lv lOUa l  , (~.~4.~N.ov.=) " ' - -~  .~a~.~.~ . .m.  ~ 
ton for sale or trade for I You ch~oso your decor,l I I I l ,I I m~l  l ~ ~ / ~  vo,.rnnoavmuan ,= .  = .  . . . ~ . m . .  
travel trailer 18' and up land We c0sfom build tel W/ / /~ l~ l~ ''~ I I "1"  ~ J "  [ I "  r e I~ I ..,..orosc0oe,,,,,,,.,., ~1~.- '~ J r . , ,  ,*~.' , you can be an e~ecUve.in- descending Gem=i, the 
Address 26JS Penner St. 635- Is_u!t-0;overnment_grantofl ~ ~  ~ss ;  ; '~ ' i~ lSS  ; ; i : . . . . . . . .  r -  . ~.dP'LI.,~\~/ flueaceinarass'tv-h~ebal;rlen =101riet~ Of ~0ur natlwe ill 
3752 (1~5.18)  nsz.~uoappuucaoue, ,-xpensel I - -  I -  I-- I mm I I ,  MB I I I I • ' have been e~ected Your bit lightened by flashes of • 
• f r a n c n D r a k e ~  - - " • ~ bd]U~tl~td~dtandaba~ IPald fare Vancouver -i Is61 I l . . , .  J J. moo i i i n . , at en~r~ble sUmummo. . . . - -  . - w~r 
"1975 Datsun Sports truck IR.etu;n..Fpr f r~  credit I r /  I I em I I ~ I I I I ~a~n~SOAY,~U, '  ' s&Gn-r~,us j . .~  o=po=.o., m =.  yo~ 
27,000mllesGoodcondltlon, lcnecKanoapprova'p'easel Is, I , I BmlaOl  I ~ l i "  I I I  . . . .  d.vor,, yo. use atrlk[l~ 
Phone eves 638-1320 (c5.18) IPho ne collect I I I I I m I i ~ ~8 • (~..e,;== ,.m,~.Lv 23) ~ Avoid a.y ~dea~ toward meU~b and =dq.e b.t oom- 
I Parker HoQles of Canede I , , . ,~wn,~n, 6-9 Whet kind of day w.il! . An . .~ sort o.~ .~.y: mu~ vacillation. Set sighto pletely |eeeible proeedurea. 
1976 Chev Sllverado. I Ltd. I . . . . . .  ~r -  .tpmoFowbe:¢o.,,#o=w=t ~q~ .=~o,#o~.,~,vt=o cak~,~ on yo,r =nse~ uP.~e .c"=F~. yo".h'~a 
Suburban Auto, s, p b, 937 .r~47 ' unerring . . • p. I. :., i . N W W Y C N Q M D F C Q Y a Q C F G D 0 O, m.e szars ay, rsaa.me torecast 8000 luagmenz, roe nave and aim for it iy But zor woras aria a merit mr 8wen tar your birth -~Ign. pleaty of.plane .t~ry...backing to Ju Lter influences belI~l, music ,whLch, properly 
alr conditioning, rally ItCl4-ZzJ I '  . , '  P • - ,n . _ caxTy., out .wormwnue moves CAPRICORN . . .~  developed, could lead to great 
wheels, tl t steering, cruise ' " ' G W H D J H Q Y J ' ~ . . _. ~ _an~_ plans, nowevar. _ (Dee. 22 to ,Jan. 20) ~ '1~ success as a.wtLtor, oompo~¢, 
controh trailering speclah For Sale: 12X~8 Glendale ' ' -: ' ~.~.. 21.m .~pr. zu) . ~ .  ~ . . . . . .  j~ ; ;~ Be se]ldto,s of feUowmea but lastrumento]lat or |ourm]bL 
21,000 tulles, excellent Vista Villa, three bedroom " xou ~10ma encOlU l~r  tew ~jmy z~ I0 AUg.  T J )  ~ '~u '~ " Thetheat~r~a]soBnexce~al t  not to the Faint of bein8 taken . , 
condltlon. Phone 635.2697 with utility shed Included. Yesterday's Cryptoquip -- CONFUSED ASTRONAU¢ obeta, cl~ now,.but be on guard Cons~t with el~e¢s be~ore in "Tbece are some who would, medium for your Udmta and, 
(I)3.16) . Will sell partlally furnlshed STeEReD OF~' COUI~3~.- , agamst "'little" errors, ma~o~ importaot, dedelons, prey" On anyone who w~l listen, with your. Cancer-endowed 
or unfurnished For an ~.),~s K ink  re.t,re, Syndie,le. Inc. ~culaUo l~.  Romance and .Your e,durance.ma.y ~ tested, AoUMUU S ~ compMdonfor }'OUt fullowmsn, 
1973 .Toyota Callca ST 4 appoln~mentfovlewcal1635-' ' Today'sCr~to(Fdpdee:Hequa~P ~a.v.el.f.a.voreo. ouza~"~a~eusoa.~..-- .a~.. (:]~ 21toFeb 19) ~,~ you would make an e~:el~nt 
spa~ed trans, AM.FM radio, 9403 after 5:00 (p10-17) The Crvotoauin ~ a simple su~titution'cipher in which each "l~unuu 1-(¢~"~' usua y .come tnrougn wire ~rn n~t~l ~ beth d()mesUc phyeldan, nur~ or aodulbiblL v~-/~- r . . . . . . .  . . . .  - -  - - (Apr 21 to May 21) flying mlo B 
tape deck, 45,000 miles. ~ letler usedstonds for another. " you think that X eq=]s O, it (~la,.ty o, effo~.. ~Lmt. be V l ]~. .  : . . . . .  II]p~l~ aa~dvoibUdSeet~stle~manet~& /~°n~ ~j~ua~l~e~l~.F .~ l~ 
Ex'cellent condition. Open fo ' ', will eoual 0 throuRhout the plu, z]e. Single letters, short words, 
offers, 638.8244 (p3-16) ' and w~'d~tlsJ~ an apestropbe con give you dues to locating mmeseeaoverquanu..~y. Q0w. use ~A.uS..~. =pL  23) _ . ehanaeabiiltv A day for Remarque and H. RLder 
thou~.thdly--f~.ori,~,a_.b ~ ta,ent.~ and e.xperlence to tistzoo, a [Sht ' l l~e ' - -~=- - ' -  i~._a~l,... . . . . . .  ;.,;P/~f..~ /~~'~.~. .  voweb. Solution is accomplished by trial a,d error. . your s,rong win, ;power m u-,leao~, ursalaze ° ~, ,~ . . . .  ,i =~. ~ autl~l. I camping and don't have a I~'~ / ,i ~/ / t ~  LI: E- - -  I~.~ 1.~__..3E'r~¢=~, :~- -~ '~" l , / J  eer=am propos,uons. ",'he promom your m~mm more .;;;~=,o , . ,~=.~ ~....==,o=.,~,o~.=..,,=. 
Camper, come ln and see our J(.~'~P. ~. ~J~, l J  ~=----~ I J- J .~-~..t~,-T~;..  , - _ . , ~  : Jzz~ u r emphasis MUST be on con- , tu l l~. .S ine.  [~omd Rhms ~="~~ tn ~ J~ ,  
selection of usddcampers. I~ . . )~ '~ " / / ) :~-"~ ~ ~' : . : ' .~ :~_ . .  o-~. - - -~r '~/L- ' ;  =~,ven. .  _ ,=y  =ve~eeoe le~m " - " -=='or '  " ' ) , = e  ~ =,=m . . . . .  ~ ,. • . 
We also have a good selec. I~(~v V~.~,_ ,~ '~I  ~%~->~ . ~  ~ - ~  =~--~aL"~- 1~7'J~i~:'l GEMINI 111.,~1~ y0urpro~rumforthememeaL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Nature will castigate thole 
• . , - . , - . - .  =., , ,~ ,~, ,k  ,., ~..- who don '  " " ;' tlon of used plckups. We I - '~  ' : "  "=~(JF~I~I~.~-='I !~-~-~ , - /v~j .~ ~ ~_ .  f ? , l \VA iM.  I (May =3 to 3~e 21) ~ LIBRA A t"="~ ,=,,,,,,~.~,,r . . . .  H-- - lens--  t.mmt,cate walthe 
ThLsdayonuldhaveitsbicky (Sap . ) _  , _ ~.._ _~ ~ ~ .  ~. | have what' you Want . so [ : r , .~  ~ :  _  m.~- - -~ J;' -~ : ,1 .  L 24 to oat =3 d . .~  ~ . . . . . . .  espeel~,y'those . . . . . . .  of a Iong-rangea r motto at the followers,, of,, 
| come In end.see us at ~_=~.~_~ mumeats. You w~]'do we" to Some =w events in the .... HoraooFletcher, a medical .' 
I~1~ Cam9 erland, 5412 Highway b~.~L lk1~'~"~- -~ l  ~ mainin~ an even,'s~lKe~zUe mald~,i~rhaps~newcentoct., nature, man of tha l.gth century, 
what pre~ures may be put ulzm now. Do not antogooke these extremely practical, con- bad TOr .you unle l l  you  [m ~00~; '  ics.l.l~) ler Llcence The lun  is 110 t ;me l  ~ b y  Scottilh- pace and procedare, nomatter Give rdn to your llveliest hopes YOUBOKN~ODAY are an He claimed that . foodw,  
you. , ~no are re~]y wel]<thy)o~ sdeaUous and se.~-conlxoUed cnewed it 30 to 70 fillies, ' i  ' ~ ' ~ la rger  than ~he earth.' chemiat Sir William Ramsay. • 
t ;'::/. 
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 our wounded by shooting soldier 
BERLIN (Reuter) - -  A 
suspected Russian army 
deserter sprdyed pursuing 
police with machine-god 
bullets, scattering noontime 
sboppers in central East 
Berlin and wounding four 
persons, including a West 
German diplomat. 
The diplomat, Walter 
Jung, who was on his way 
home for lunch when hit. was 
reported out of danger after 
an operation for a bullet 
wound in the head. 
Witnesses on the busy 
Untor den Linden shopping 
thoroughfare said the 
soldier, who looked Asian, 
was shot down by police 
Monday after crashing a 
stolen minibus into a traffic 
light and firing at police who 
had pursued him, 
One witness said the 
soldier appeared to hove 
tried to shoot himself when 
he realized there was no 
escape. The East-West 
border crossing point of 
Checkpoint Charlie was 
close to the incident and 
observers at the some said 
the soldier may have been 
holdng to reach the West. 
The official East German 
news agenoy ADN described 
the soldier as mentally 
deranged, and said he was 
arrested by East G~man 
police. 
It was not clear lfew badly 
wounded the soldier was, but 
diplomatic s~m'cea said that 
ff he recovers he probably 
will face a court martial at 
which a conviction mighi 
carry a death seotmce. 
Witnesses said the 8unman 
was driving a minibus regis- 
tered in the East German 
town Of Potsdam, w~t of 
Berlin, where several " The East Germans ought 
thousands Russian troops to play the incident down, 
are stationed. Observers .issuing o.ly a 14-11De report 
said be probably came from on ADN. The Russians 
a unit stationed there. ,'mbassy declined comment 
There are about 400,000 
Russians troops per- 
manently stationed in East 
Germany 
Teenage hero gets 
"a  B no recognition for feat 
MOBILE, Ala. (AP) --  A 
teen-ager isked his life, 
Jumping in front of a 
runaway pickup truck to try 
to save an old woman. She 
died. And the courageous 
youth must resnain 
anonymous because he is 
time as a jtwenlle of- 
fender and Alabama law 
forbids release of boa name. 
The youth, 17, was on a day 
outi])~ with probsf lon r of"  
fleers and several 'other 
ung offenders last Friday: 
ey had been to the beach 
at Gulf Shores and had a 
picnic lunch at Alabama 
Point. He bad strolled over to 
a brid~e where two womm 
ana a man were mhing. 
In an instant he saw out of 
the corner of his eye a red 
pickup truck, rolling toward 
them down an incline. It bad 
no drive. He realized it was 
going to hit one of the 
women, who was sitting with 
her back to the truck. He 
acted. 
"I didn't have time .to 
think," he says new. "I just 
did it." 
He moved in front of the 
truck. It struck the boy and 
the woman, pinning the 
woman to a bridge guard 
rail. She had no chance to 
move. He had put his hands 
on the truck but had no 
chance to stop it. une of his 
legs was momentarily 
trapped. 
Other youths quickly ran 
to the scene, helped push the 
truck away and began 
treating the woman, 68-year- 
old Sara Sanders, for shock. 
She died later in hospital. 
"He literally risked his life 
for her," says the youth 
centre superintendent, Gary 
Bw~lton. 
The boy faces between six 
months and two years in 
dstenUon wograms because 
o~ a recent shoplifting case, 
but Bazelton eays of his 
actions last FHday: "We 
think it reflects his 
character." 
Tons of 
newspaper 
will help girl 
JUANITA, Wash.' (AP) - -  Cheryl's pl i~t and began 
the newspaper recyling fund A local Parent-Teachers 
Association (PTA) has 
collected nearly 100 tons of 
nswsFapam to help pay the 
medical bills for 11-year.old 
Cheryl Nellsm. 
The newspapers, totalting 
99.46 teas, added t3,398.46 to 
a fund for the gh'], who 
spends five nights each week 
on a kidney dialysis 
machine. 
The Jusnita Elementary 
School PTA heard of 
drive in May. The group also 
sponsored baseball games, 
raffles and bingo to raise 
$5,499.09 fo r - the  girl's 
treatment, said Joyce 
Pembertoo, PTA president. 
"We've met our goal and 
hope what we've raised will 
holD Cheryl and her family," 
said Mrs. Pembertc~. 
"We don't know what the 
total is and it keeps going 
up," says Cheryl's mother. 
BUSINESS ! I, E T0 Y 
 aal 
TOOVEY Sm. VJiLLEY 
• S E R V I C E  , ,  RENTALS ¢TD, OANAVENlrgRE 
MEROURY (boats) YAMAHA Ma,  Anything Most Anytime For 
(outboard DOLMAR CONTRACTORS-INDUSTRY.INDIVIOUALS 
motors) (ohain SOWI) • Hours: Mon.. Sat. 8-6 
Hours: Mc)n.. Sat. 6-~ 
Dealer Llcence 635 7417 4946 GreIg Avenue 4946 Groig Number ~ I~A 636-6929 " Phone 635.7417 
KITCHEN CABINETS • VANIT IES  • INST/ (LLAT ION'  
Terrace .Electronic Repairs Ud, . aou,.oEo COUN,ERTO~S • " 
s .v , .  ma. ,  m .  ooo 
. _ . ,  o . , , ,  
• ~ MAKES OF T.V.'s N 
d~'e  Warrenty Depot for BRAD REESE 
• ' IMI"~- Zenith, Phillips, Hitachi, AREA.ANAG~R i~  ABINETS 
Sylvania See • S'rH AVENUE BB "1~ 
MeN. - SAT .  il a.m.  - 5 , * .m.  PR INCE GEORGE.  B .C .  V2L.  3KS  (NORTHERN) LTD. ,  
BUS.  564 .1488 
4908Graham 635-4543 RES. 562.2281 FREE ESTIMATES 
I i i  i i I 
30Ton Truck. Hydraulic Cranes . 20 Ton R.T. TERRACE ANSWERING BUREAU 
BOB NIESH. 624-6283 Prince Rupert ' 638-8195 
SKEENA CRANE ..,w..o , PAGING, 
SERVICES LTD ..,.o.,.o o. l PHOTOCOPYING ' 
SERVICES 
T E R R A C E  6 3 8 - 1 5 5 5  24 HOUR SERVICE  
4~03.D Park Avenue; Terrace, B,C. VeG iV5 
• I 
SUZUKI Motoroyulus and .n 
.uoessorios ill ,tOOk NOW! R. BUSINESSMAN!  
Th,s Spaoe Is Rese.ed 
Terrauo Equipment Sales Ltd, For Your Ad. 
4439 Lakelse635.6384 ' ' . 
Dealer No. 01249A SUZUKI GOES THE DISTANCE! 
I~'11 I , : 
GONORETE 4434 LAKELSE AVE.  
TERRACE,  B.C. GLENN CARSON 
3092HWY.  |6EAST,  WALLY LEFEBVRE OUSTOM OONORETE PRbD. TERRACE, B.C. 
• • u'an'! Gravel, Drain Rook VOG3N5 PHONE (504) 035.3863. 
Call us at 63§-63§7 9 to § 
.o,.o.,.. 
J ANDERSON 
T.V, GUIDE 
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News 
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Wheel of 
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Mary Tyler 
Moore 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
Hourglass 
The 
Muppeta 
Major League 
Basebag ' 
Major League 
Baseball 
Detroit " 
vs. Toronto 
Blue Jays 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
Cont. 
This Week 
in Baseball 
The 
National 
Night 
Final 
Western 
Roundup 
Soil'y, no 
Details 
BCTV • 
(CTV) 
Emergency 
Emergency . 
Wlmday 
Win•day 
i 
News 
Hour • 
News 
Hour 
Grizzly 
Adams 
Grizzly 
Adams 
I 
Eight Is 
Enough 
Eight Is 
Enough 
i 
Movie 
of the 
Week 
"Slipstream" 
Luke Askew 
Patti Oat•an 
Eli Rill 
CTV 
News 
News Hour' 
Final 
Late Show 
Angels from 
Hell 
Tom Stern 
KCTS 
(PBS) 
Mister 
Rogers 
Electric 
Company 
Zoom 
Zoom 
Over 
Easy 
MacNeil 
Lchrcr 
Thtankhamun's 
EWpt 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Nova 
Great 
Performances 
The Norman 
Conquests 
i 
Part Two 
u~ 
To{ether 
Cont. 
'Dick Cavett 
Show 
Amer. Indian 
Artists 
Slgn Off 
m 
10 a J .  - § p.m. 
Bonlour 
Friendly Giant 
Mr. Dressup 
Mr. Dressup . 
Jean 
Cannem 
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and 
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S a "00 Card J Sesame ' Kareen's only listed 
115 Sharks Street • Yoga 
:30 Gong Sesame It's Your 
I | I | :45 Show Street Move 
- ~ :o0 Hollywood II Dream Noon 
1 ~ "15 Squares of Jeannle News 
I ~r  130 Days of I RY an's Movle 
i I ~BM :45 Our lives Hope Matinee 
i .00 Days of I Bob Glass 
15 Our Lives McLean House 
:30 The Bob Vic Morrow 
I I :45 Doctors McLean , Clu Gulager 
~1~ .00 Another Hollywood Another , 
" ,~  115 World Squares World 
.~r  :30 Another L Edge of Another 
m.-- :45 World ' Night,_ World 
:00 Movie High A lan  
s l~  : 15 Melody Hopes Hamel 
_1  :30 Bee Gece [ Take I Alan 
V :45 Jack Wild Thirty Ha•el 
I :00 Mark Lester Cd~ Open Lucy ~same 
B ;~ ~r/llcny]~H~le ~Open ESh°Wrgency ~rs?mt e
- i t  :45 I GO~ [ Emergency Street 
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Gordon and Anderson Ltd. 
r ~ Store Houri: * 
M m U Tues. Sat. 9a,m, 5.30p.m. 
Friday 9a.m;-go,m. 
GLosEO i0NUU 
